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aine courts have long recog-
nized a prevailing party’s right 
to costs as a fundamental and 

enduring principle of civil justice.! 
Unfortunately, the expense of modern-
day litigation typically far exceeds an 
award for costs notwithstanding the fact 
that attorneys’ fees represent the largest 
expense and are excluded as a matter 
of practice. Is the current costs regime 
broken? "is article contends that it is, 
and that six principled grounds# illus-
trate why the current costs regime does 
not have to be this way.

First, the current costs regime is 
inconsistent with, and apparently 
uninformed by, guiding principles 
established by the Supreme Judicial 
Court (SJC) in !$%$, speaking through 
Chief Justice Appleton.&

Second, certain parts of the current 
costs regime are contrary to the separa-
tion of powers doctrine' and in conflict 
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with the constitutional mandates of 
establishing complete justice( and the 
right to the assistance of counsel.% 

"ird, the increasing complexity of 
the civil procedure rules is akin to an 
unfunded mandate for civil justice: a 
prevailing party incurs the expense of 
litigation that is disproportionate to an 
award of limited costs.

Fourth, in the context of attorneys’ 
fees, there is special justification to 
depart from stare decisis and re-examine 
Maine’s adoption of the American 
Rule.)

Fifth, Maine’s acceptance of 
common law$ may provide a parallel 
and broader right to recovery of litiga-
tion expenses than the right to costs 
created by !' M.R.S.A. §§!(*! and !(!*.
Finally, trial courts ought to have a 
discretionary power to award a fuller 
measure of litigation costs to (i) ensure 
access to justice,+ (ii) guarantee just 

and equitable relief, and (iii) increase 
the attractiveness of Maine as a forum 
to adjudicate business and consumer 
disputes. "is discretionary power 
could be based on Alaska’s Rule $#,!* 
the Civil Procedure Rules of England!! 
and Wales, or that in arbitration!# or 
divorce proceedings.!& 

For each of these reasons, this article 
argues that the current costs regime can 
and should be changed. "e general 
rule should be that an award of costs 
“should more nearly cover the neces-
sary and reasonable expenses of a suit, 
and a reasonable counsel fee” incurred 
to prosecute or defend a civil action.!' 

"ere may be exceptions or qualifi-
cations to the general rule, but they 
cannot be identified and rationalized 
without a full and frank discussion 
about the principles and the law of costs 
under Maine law.

Foreword

It is rare when a legal project on a topic as basic as legal costs begins with material from !&th century 
England. In the first phase of my legal career when I was a trial lawyer (!+%(-!+)$), costs were so incon-
sequential that I do not recall collecting or paying any on behalf of my clients. In short, costs were more 
trouble than they were worth and the American Rule reigned supreme on the question of counsel fees. 
Later as a trial and appellate judge, costs were a minor detail that was handled by the Clerk of Courts 
o,ce. Given the mounting costs of litigation and the complicated legal history, a thorough reexamina-
tion of the subject is in order. Drawing on his legal experience in England, Matthew Caton has plowed 
through centuries of legal development and has unearthed the possibility that we in the Colonies went 
astray in transplanting the right to costs including counsel fees on our shores. "is article should cause 
trial lawyers to take a more critical look at one of our long-standing practices.

Honorable Daniel E. Wathen 
Former Chief Justice, Maine Supreme Judicial Court

M
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Costs Regime: Not Fit for 
Purpose?

"e right to costs (as opposed to the 
financial amount allowed for each cost) 
originates from !&th century England.!( 
As a profession, “[w]e are so much 
bound down to precedent and authority 
that we often forget the principle that 
underlies them …”!% and the historical 
dimension of costs means that some 
matters well-known to the bench and 
bar over the years are less well known 
today.!) A fresh look at the right to costs 
addresses some of these issues and also 
highlights the disparity between an 
award of costs and the true cost of civil 
litigation. "e overarching goal here is 
to return to first-principles and find out 
‘what is the law.’!$ "ree questions get 
to the heart of the matter: (i) is there a 
distinction between the “right to costs” 
and “costs”; (ii) what is the authority or 
jurisdiction!+ that governs and regulates 
costs; and (iii) are there guiding prin-
ciples for the exercise of that authority 
or jurisdiction?

In addressing these questions, it is 
important to be clear here to avoid 
misapprehension of the issues and 
conclusions discussed: the general right 
to costs is a creature of statute, but the 
Judicial Branch has an exclusive consti-
tutional power to govern and regulate 
costs. "e Judicial Branch can promul-
gate court rules that include or exclude 
any expense and regulate the amount 
of those allowed, provided that such 
power is exercised in a manner condu-
cive to discharging its constitutionally 
assigned function.#* Consequently, 
the other branches of government 
are constitutionally prohibited from 
enacting any statute that goes beyond 
the creation of a general right to costs.#! 

In sum, the law of costs has drifted, 
untethered from common law prin-
ciples as espoused by Chief Justice 
Appleton in !$%$. Historical revisions 
to the costs regime and corresponding 
course of practice may have been 
reasonable at the time, but the cumula-
tive e-ect together with steep inflation 
in legal services have resulted in a 
costs regime that is (i) unsuitable for 
the compensatory purpose, (ii) unfair 
or inequitable to the prevailing party, 

(iii) contributing to an increasing surge 
of pro se litigants, and, more impor-
tantly, (iv) contrary to the separation 
of powers doctrine and conflicts with 
constitutional mandates. A judicially 
sponsored review should be undertaken 
to evaluate costs principles and the 
rules of civil procedure with a view 
to modernize those rules to promote 
a trinity of policy objectives: fairness 
and equity between the parties; access 
to justice at proportionate cost; and the 
use of court resources proportionate to 
the issue in dispute. 

Right to Costs: An 
Intangible Property Right

"e statutory right to costs is two-
sided: entitlement to receive and liability 
to pay. For the prevailing party, that 
right is simply an intangible property 
right in the nature of a chosen action## 
created by law in general terms. It 
instantaneously vests to the prevailing 
party by judicial action at the time of 
judgment, which explains why the right 
to costs is subject to the statute and 
rules of court in force when the right 
accrues and not at any other time.#& 

For the adverse party, that right 
creates a liability to pay costs incurred 
by the prevailing party to prosecute or 
defend the civil action “because the 
party so made liable has furnished the 
occasion for incurring these costs.”#' 
"e type#( and amount of costs#% may 
di-er from case to case, but costs are 
the constant object#) in all civil cases 
notwithstanding the cause of action 
or relief sought. Strictly construing 
the right to costs appears to hedge the 
adverse party’s risk of an unreasonable 
liability for costs.#$

If a party is adjudged to be the 
prevailing party, then it is entitled 
to the right to costs. "ese “costs” 
were historically considered as expensae 
litis, i.e., litigation expenses. "ese 
were “incurred either in the prosecu-
tion or defen[s]e of an action, or in any 
other proceeding at law, or in equity; 
consisting of the fees of attorneys, solic-
itors and other o,cers of court, and 
such disbursements as are allowed by 
law.”#+ Maine case law, however, distin-
guished attorneys’ fees from costs.&* "is 

appears to be wrong in principle from 
the prevailing party’s point of view. 
"ere simply is no meaningful di-er-
ence between costs, disbursements, fees, 
court costs, or other expenses.&! "ey all 
represent a party’s financial payment or 
liability to either prosecute or defend 
a civil action. Separate matters are the 
reasonableness of incurring costs and 
the likely influence of that payment 
or liability will have on litigation and 
settlement behavior.

Costs at Common Law: 
Damages! then Property 
Right

Some legal commentators&# and 
courts&& maintain that costs were not 
awarded at common law, but such 
a statement without qualification 
provides an inaccurate and misleading 
overview of costs.&' First, an award for 
damages often included the costs of the 
suit. A practice developed under English 
law prior to !#)$ whereby the judge 
or jury included a monetary amount 
for costs in the award for damages.&( 
"at practice changed in !#)$ when 
the Parliament of England enacted the 
Statute of Gloucester,&% which included 
a provision that allowed costs in all 
cases where the prevailing plainti- (but 
not the defendant) obtained damages in 
any amount.&) A prevailing defendant 
eventually obtained that same right by 
!%*).&$

Second, the intangible property 
right to costs did not exist at common 
law until it was established by statute 
in !#)$. As a general rule, there can 
“be no recovery as damage of the costs 
and expenses of litigation or expendi-
tures for counsel fees.”&+ "e rationale 
is that while the expense of litigation is 
the natural and proximate consequence 
of the wrongful act, such expense is 
“remote, future, and contingent.”'* "e 
creation of the statutory right to costs 
distinguished costs from damages and 
thereby resolved the costs anomaly. 
Consequently, the enactment of this 
statutory right is a condition precedent 
for the court to exercise a judicial power 
to regulate, assess, and award costs.

"ird, judicial interpretation of the 
statutory right to costs appears to have 
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fluctuated over time and, more recently, 
to the prevailing party’s detriment. 
Whether the right to costs is derived 
from an English, Massachusetts, or 
Maine statute or rule of court, the 
issue is whether it should be inter-
preted as remedial, penal, or ‘penal in 
character’.'! Dictum from the English 
case of Cone v. Bowles dating from !%)( 
noted that a statute awarding costs was 
penal in nature.'# "is was on the basis 
that “statutes which give costs, are to 
be construed strictly, as being a kind of 
penalty; no costs being recoverable at 
common law.”'& 

If there is a principle to be derived 
from Cone, then it has been misinter-
preted and misapplied. As mentioned 
above, costs were not awarded by that 
name at common law, but a monetary 
amount representing costs was awarded 
prior to !#)$ as part of damages. “Costs 
are not in any proper sense a penalty.”'' 

Costs are compensatory in nature 
concerning the burden of litigating'( 

(not the injury) and they are allowed 
to make the “remedy more adequate.”'% 
Even if statutes and rules of court 
that award costs are strictly construed, 
such a construction should only be 
required to determine whether a party 
has standing to claim the right to costs. 
"e clarity of the principle and factual 
background in Cone appears to have 
been lost when Cone was abridged from 
three pages to one paragraph.')

In !$&', an English case criticized 
and rejected the dictum in Cone on 
the basis that: (i) it conflicted with the 
holding in Ward v. Snell, ! H. Bl. !* 
(!)$$); (ii) it was contrary to the spirit 
and compensatory purpose of the right 
to costs arising under the Statute of 
Gloucester;'$ and (iii) costs were in the 
nature of satisfaction, not a penalty.'+ 
Prior to the #*th century in England 
as well as in the United States, “[t]here 
[wa]s little authority in support of the 
proposition” that “all statutes which 
give costs are to be construed strictly 
on the ground that costs are a kind 
of penalty.”(* Nonetheless, courts from 
several U.S. states strictly construe the 
right to costs.(! Maine too appears to 
follow the dictum in Cone by strictly 
construing the statutory right arising 
under !' M.R.S.A. §!(*!, but this 

is wrong in principle and should be 
changed.

A “favorable interpretation”(# of the 
right to costs does not, however, expose 
the adverse party to potentially unrea-
sonable liability nor would it promote 
the multiple or spurious lawsuits. 
Adequate safeguards are already in 
place to address these concerns, e.g., 
M.R. Civ. P. Rule !!, Maine Rules 
of Professional Conduct, the trial 
court’s inherent jurisdiction to impose 
sanctions, the attorneys’ oath, and 
procedural rules to dismiss or consoli-
date civil proceedings. If anything, the 
statutory right to costs could be strictly 
construed to determine which party is 
the prevailing party, but there is already 
Maine jurisprudence on point.(&

As for the parallel right to costs 
arising under !' M.R.S.A. §!(!*,(' that 
may be strictly construed where a qui 
tam(( or other action redresses a public 
wrong that violates public rights and 
duties and a-ects the whole commu-
nity.(% In other words, “a statute is to 
be considered penal, when the party 
recovering is not obliged to make any 
proof of injury.”() "e irony here is that 
in the context of litigation by a private 
attorney general, the prevailing plain-
ti- is not obliged to make any proof 
of injury, but is nonetheless entitled to 
attorneys’ fees otherwise excluded in 
other civil proceedings.

Inclusionary to Exclusionary

Early statutes in Massachusetts and 
Maine embraced an absolute right to 
all costs.($ Legislation in !$(), however, 
changed that to an inclusionary 
approach, namely that all costs were 
allowed unless specifically excluded 
or limited in amount.(+ "e statutory 
words that express the right to costs 
have changed little over the years, but 
there has been a seismic shift in inter-
pretation. In e-ect, the right to costs 
now excludes all costs except for those 
specifically allowed by statute or court 
rule. "ere is no simple answer as to 
why this change occurred. A variety 
of direct and indirect factors contrib-
uted to an obfuscation of the principles 
and law that altered the evolution of 
the right to costs.%* Consequently, the 

current costs regime is a haphazard 
patchwork of practice, statutes, court 
rules, and case law.%! "is exclusionary 
approach is wrong in principle and 
contrary to constitutional mandates.

!e March to Statehood and the Evolu-
tion of Costs

Maine’s rambling progress to state-
hood further complicated the law of 
costs.%# "e cumulative e-ect of various 
factors%& on a fairly complex area of 
the law influenced the general under-
standing by the bench and bar and 
contributed to a drift away from a prin-
cipled and equitable approach to the 
law of costs.

"e period from !%#* to !%)) was an 
era of law without lawyers in the Prov-
ince of Maine.%' English law applied,%( 
but law books were expensive and in 
limited supply. "ere were few lawyers 
and judges were typically laymen%% that 
applied the law in accordance with 
religious scripture.%) Colonial lawyers 
were considered characters of disre-
pute%$ and held in low esteem.%+ In 
colonial Massachusetts, for example, 
Liberty Number #% of !%'! prohib-
ited the payment of a fee or reward 
for attorneys’ services.)* "e practical 
e-ect was that colonists were discour-
aged from seeking the assistance of a 
lawyer on the belief that lawyers stir-up 
dissent among the citizenry in order to 
earn a living. In an attempt to avoid 
profiteering by lawyers, ‘fee bills’ were 
enacted to set and regulate the amount 
of costs, including attorneys’ fees, to be 
recoverable by the prevailing party.)! In 
!%'# for example, a defendants would 
receive % shillings, $ pence as an award 
for costs where a plainti- failed to pros-
ecute the case.)#

"e limitations and shortcomings 
of laymen administering civil justice 
became apparent. “[T]he necessity for 
paid attorneys had become so evident 
that this Liberty [#%] was quietly 
dropped”)& and by !%$% attorneys were 
allowed to charge their clients a fee in 
accordance with a statutory schedule.)' 
In !%'), the General Court of the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony concluded 
that “to the end we may have the better 
light for making proceedings about 
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laws, that there shal[l] be … procured 
for the use of the Courte [sic] from time 
to time” copies of specific English law 
books, e.g., Coke’s First and Second 
Institutes, Coke’s Reports, and Coke’s 
Book of Entries.)( Consequently, Lord 
Coke “became the founding father of 
the common law in England’s Amer-
ican colonies” and generations of 
colonial lawyers would resort to these 
books to determine the law and for 
supporting case-law.)% Between !%(& and 
!)!$, the prevailing party was routinely 
awarded damages and “Costs of Court”, 
including an attorney’s fee.)) 

In !%)), the Province of Maine 
was sold to Massachusetts for .!,#(* 
and thus marked Maine’s govern-
mental connection with Massachusetts 
and the beginning of the Provincial 
Period. English law continued to be 
applied, albeit as interpreted by the 
law of colonial Massachusetts.)$ "ere 
was still a “general dearth of lawyers, 
especially of competent lawyers, … 
[that] was particularly acute in Massa-
chusetts around the year !)*!.”)+ 
Colonial lawyers continued to be held 
in low esteem and this is reflected in 
the prohibitory nature of the attorney’s 
oath pronounced in !)*! (that oath is 
virtually unchanged today).$* “It would 
hardly be reasonable to expect the law 
to encourage them by awarding costs to 
include counsel fees.”$! Indeed, legisla-
tors kept “a jealous eye on the lawyer”.$# 
Whether in England or colonial Maine 
during this period, “the prevailing 
party recovered attorney fees as part 
of the costs, and the right to recovery 
was grounded on statute.”$& As of !))*, 
there were six “educated lawyers” in 
Maine.$' "en the American Revolu-
tion occurred and materially altered 
the evolution of the law of costs. For 
example, the exodus of lawyers$( loyal 
to England resulted in the loss of law 
books and legacy knowledge of English 
law and local practice. "e destruction 
of government buildings and private 
residences during the war often meant 
the loss of law books and court records 
that were housed there. Further, the 
weak, war-time economy slowed the 
growth of the legal profession and law 
books were “rare and expensive.”$%

"e District Period was from !)$* 

until statehood in !$#* and during this 
time period Massachusetts enacted a 
reception statute that adopted English 
common law as the default law to the 
extent not explicitly rejected by legisla-
tion or the Massachusetts Constitution. 
A practice began to develop whereby 
English law was considered less relevant 
and “its stare decisis e-ect on Maine law 
was minimal.”$) "e District of Maine 
was governed by Massachusetts and 
legal education slowly migrated from 
apprenticeship to a structured course 
of study, but the quality and extent of 
legal education and training varied. 
Lawyers began their careers by working 
for a senior lawyer as a clerk or appren-
tice. Some senior lawyers were better 
at training than others, and few were 
of the quality of George Wythe, the 
mentor to "omas Je-erson.$$ "e law 
schools of William & Mary in !)$* and 
Harvard in !$!) were the first to provide 
students with a structured legal educa-
tion and training. Over time, these 
schools produced a modest number of 
graduates each year, but few practiced 
law in Maine and Maine was without 
a law school until !$+$.$+ As of !$*%, 
court-appointed attorneys examined 
candidates seeking to become attorneys 
to determine whether they were “duly 
qualified.”+* "e number of lawyers in 
Maine increased from !% in !)+* to 
(' by !$#*.+! As for the law of costs, 
Massachusetts enacted the Statute of 
!)$' that contained its own general 
right to costs: “in all actions as well 
as those of qui tam as others, the 
prevailing party shall be entitled to 
his legal costs against the other.”+# "e 
amount of those costs was later set as 
fixed amounts in a fee bill enacted in 
!)+%.+& Yet, the Statute of Gloucester 
remained intact but for a provision 
relating to dower.+' "e significance 
being that under Massachusetts law, 
there appeared to be two rights to costs: 
common law and Massachusetts statu-
tory law. "e former appears to have 
fallen into disuse and been forgotten. 

In !$#*, Maine became the #&rd 
state under the Missouri Compromise. 
"e people of Maine adopted a consti-
tution that (i) “conferred all of the 
judicial power upon the judicial depart-
ment and left none to be exercised by 

the Legislature”+( and (ii) incorporated 
more than %** years of common law 
and the indigenous common law of 
Massachusetts, namely Massachusetts’ 
colonial and state decisional law and 
statutes prior to !$#*.+% "is ensured 
a continuity of the operation of law, 
but “[n]ot surprisingly, the simulta-
neous reception of both English and 
Massachusetts statutes and precedents 
created a legal thicket in which there 
were ‘such a variety of laws, opinion 
and judicial decisions, as to fill so 
many volumes, that few fortunes can 
purchase them, and fewer capacities 
correctly understand them.’”+) "e then 
Governor William King proposed that 
Maine’s laws be codified in order to 
simplify matters.+$

"e Statute of Maine revoked 
Massachusetts’ statute on costs,++ but 
Maine’s new statute on the right to 
costs was simply “copied from the 
statute of Massachusetts of the thirtieth 
of October, !)$', § +. While [Maine] 
was a part of Massachusetts, the statute 
had received a judicial construction 
which was uniform and well known, 
having been the same for more than 
thirty years.”!** Recall that this was an 
absolute right to costs!*! that was later 
revised to an inclusionary approach in 
!$(), namely that all costs were allowed 
unless specifically excluded or limited 
in amount.!*# As of !$#*, there were #*) 
lawyers in Maine!*& and this number 
more than doubled to '%( by !$(#.!*'

Four additional factors contrib-
uted to the drift from common law 
principles on costs. "ere was no stan-
dardized course of study for candidates 
seeking admission to practice law in 
Maine until !$'#.!*( "at course of 
study included a book that opined that 
the taxation of costs “is no blinder 
subject,” especially to the young practi-
tioner and “the clerks of the courts have 
become the only repositories of knowl-
edge upon this useful subject.”!*% Prior 
to !+)(, the Clerk of Courts o,ce was 
an elected o,ce subject to “problems 
arising out of the lack of administrative 
continuity in o,ce.”!*) "e slow prog-
ress of bar associations also appeared to 
impede the flow of information given 
that the Cumberland and Maine State 
Bar Associations were established in 
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!$#+ and !$+#, respectively.!*$ Lastly, the 
danger of fire posed a real risk to insti-
tutional knowledge stored at libraries; 
the Cleaves Law Library was destroyed 
twice by fire in !$%% and again in 
!+*$.!*+

Guiding Principles 
Overlooked?

By legislation that took e-ect on 
August !$, !$%), the Judicial Branch 
was instructed by legislative mandate to 
prepare a schedule of legal taxable costs 
“as provided by statute,” to name each 
item on fees, etc., and to review and 
republish said schedule once a year and 
every five years, respectively. In January 
!$%$, Chief Justice Appleton provided 
a letter in reply,!!* but this was no mere 
correspondence. "e SJC!!! and others!!# 
have referred to it as an Opinion of 
the Justices, but that appears to be 
a mis-description given the purpose 
and context in which an Opinion of 
the Justices is typically issued. A safer 
view is to consider the letter in reply 
as a direct letter of address (the “!$%$ 
DLA”)!!& given that it was issued in reply 
to a legislative mandate (as opposed to 
a request for an advisory opinion) to 
promulgate a fee schedule of taxable 
costs as “provided by statute.”!!' 

Assuming that the !$%$ DLA is in 
fact a direct letter of address, then, 
contrary to popular opinion,!!( it pre-
dates a direct letter of address issued 
by a unanimous SJC in !+$% relating 
to cameras in the courtroom (the “!+$% 
DLA”). Unfortunately for the evolu-
tion of law of costs, the !$%$ DLA was 
rarely cited, probably due in part to the 
fact that it was omitted from electronic 
databases operated by Westlaw and 
Lexis.!!% "e last substantive or margin 
reference to the !$%$ DLA appeared 
to be in !+*% and !+'', respectively.!!) 
For whatever the reason, Chief Justice 
Appleton’s guiding principles on costs 
have been overlooked for the past !*% 
years, but no longer. Several are partic-
ularly noteworthy. First, the !$%$ DLA 
has precedential value; it should repre-
sent what the law is until directly 
addressed by the SJC.!!$

Second, the !$%$ DLA claimed and 
exercised a judicial power to govern and 

regulate costs, even in the absence of 
statutory authority. "e constitutional 
power allocated to the Judicial Branch 
prohibits any statutory authority over 
costs but for the creation of the general 
right to costs.!!+ "is reinforces the 
proposition that costs are a judicial func-
tion and subject to the constitutional 
power exclusively allocated to the Judi-
cial Branch. "ird, the SJC, speaking 
through Chief Justice Appleton, set 
out guiding principles as to the law 
of costs. "e fundamental principles 
are threefold: (i) “services important 
and necessary in the administration 
of justice” are recoverable costs, even 
where no costs (including fees) were 
established or authorized by statute; (ii) 
the Judicial Branch “claim and exer-
cise the right of supervising charges, 
if objected to and found unreasonable, 
and of making suitable deductions”; 
and (iii) the Judicial Branch has the 
judicial power to prepare an open-
ended schedule of costs and to regulate 
the amount of recoverable costs. 

Fourth, the !$%$ DLA allowed “items 
[in a] moderate amount” and, contrary 
to the American Rule, an amount for 
an “attorney’s fee”.!#* An attorney’s fee 
was also provided by statute and set at 
a flat rate of /#.(*.!#! Costs, including 
an attorney’s fee, were measured by flat 
rates probably to standardize costs and 
due to earlier suspicion of lawyers.!## 
Fifth, the fee schedule attached to the 
!$%$ DLA was the foundation of the fee 
schedule included in the rules of court 
for the next !*% years. "e fee schedule 
was removed in !+++ on the basis 
that “many of which were outdated,”!#& 
but the Advisory Committee on the 
Rules of Civil Procedure was apparently 
uninformed of the !$%$ DLA when 
recommending the rule change. "e 
amount authorized for a particular cost 
may be outdated, but a constitutional 
power is not capable of being outdated. 

Last, and perhaps most striking 
of all, Chief Justice Appleton was a 
“voracious reader”!#' and a renowned 
reformer of the common law,!#( but he 
embraced and promoted the common 
law on costs with open, outstretched 
arms.!#% “By virtue of longevity alone, 
Appleton could hardly have helped 
influencing Maine’s legal development; 

his name appeared as advocate or judge 
in sixty-eight volumes of the Maine 
Reports. … He was, as twentieth-
century [C]hief [J]ustice Leslie Cornish 
called him, “a legal reformer in the best 
sense” and the man who had “made the 
greatest impress upon the jurisprudence 
of this State.”!#) Indeed, a legal reformer 
that adopted and promoted common 
law principles of costs. As Chief Justice 
Appleton made clear in Marsh v. Parks, 
it was “well settled” that a prevailing 
defendant was entitled to costs, which 
in that case consisted of travel, atten-
dance, an attorney’s fee, and fees of 
witnesses summoned.!#$ 

In sum, a strong argument can be 
made that a prevailing party is justly 
entitled to compensation for costs and 
fees that are important and necessary 
for the administration of justice and it 
is a matter for the Judicial Branch to 
supervise and regulate the charges to 
promote the trinity of policy objective 
and to make suitable deductions where 
appropriate, e.g., overly burdensome, 
unreasonable, or disproportionate 
to the issues in dispute. A renewed 
supervisory and regulatory role would 
illuminate which costs and fees, if 
any, should be reduced in amount due 
to other countervailing considerations, 
such as claims involving personal injury 
or the public interest.

Unmet Constitutional 
Mandates?

Parts of the current costs regime are 
contrary to the separation of powers 
doctrine and conflict with consti-
tutional mandates of establishing 
complete justice and the right to the 
assistance of counsel. 

Separation of Powers

M.R. Civ. P. Rules (' (d) and (f) 
state that costs and fees shall be allowed 
as provided by rules of court, statute, 
or administrative order.!#+ When Rule 
('(f) was substantively revised in !+++, 
the Advisory Committee’s Notes stated 
that the new rule included “an incor-
poration by reference of the governing 
statutes … that may prescribe fees 
recoverable as costs.”!&* "is illus-
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trates the fact the three branches of 
government appear to have shared the 
constitutional power over costs since 
statehood of !$#*. "e sharing was 
likely a carry-over from when Maine 
was part of Massachusetts (given that 
Maine simply copied from Massachu-
setts’ costs statute)!&! and when colonial 
Massachusetts was part of England 
prior to that. "is sharing is not 
permitted as a matter of Maine consti-
tutional law and, like Swift v. Tyson,!&# 
the fact that it has been this way for !+# 
years does not make it any less invalid.

In !+$%, the SJC submitted a direct 
letter of address to the heads of the 
other two branches of government.!&& 
"e issue was whether the Judicial 
Branch could be compelled to follow 
the Legislature’s express mandate to 
promulgate rules concerning media 
access to courtrooms. As explained by 
a unanimous SJC, the Maine Constitu-
tion “conferred all of the judicial power 
upon the judicial department and left 
none to be exercised by the Legislature, 
except in cases of impeachment.”!&' 

Indeed, Maine follows a “narrower” 
approach to the separation of powers 
doctrine!&( and, unlike federal law, 
demarcation of the right to costs falls 
within the constitutional power exclu-
sively allocated to the Judicial Branch 
and exercised in a manner conducive to 
performing and discharging its consti-
tutionally assigned function.

Conceptually, costs could be consid-
ered a constitutional hybrid under 
Maine law. "e constitutional power 
to create a general right to costs clearly 
falls within the power committed to the 
Legislative Branch.!&% It has been this 
way under Maine law since !$#*, the 
Massachusetts Constitution before that 
when Maine was part of Massachu-
setts, and under English law as applied 
by colonial Massachusetts before that. 
"e confines of the general right to 
costs, however, including the regula-
tion of taxable costs and amounts, are 
self-evidently within the judicial power 
committed to the Judicial Branch as of 
!$#*. 

For the avoidance of doubt, the 
Maine Constitution, “with double 
emphasis, call[ed] for a strictly formal 
separation of governmental powers.”!&) 

Costs and fees established or autho-
rized by statute, however, are contrary 
to the “double emphasis” point raised 
by a unanimous SJC in !+$% and 
unnecessary according to Chief Justice 
Appleton in !$%$. Specifically, (i) the 
Legislative Branch should not encroach 
on a constitutional power exclusively 
allocated to the Judicial Branch and 
(ii) the Judicial Branch should not limit 
its own constitutional power based on 
a legislative mandate, especially one 
at the core of judicial power. In other 
words, the Legislative Branch cannot 
instruct the Judicial Branch what to do 
and judges have a duty to respect and 
honor the judicial o,ce.!&$ “[O]ne of the 
striking and peculiar features of judicial 
power … is displayed in the decision 
of controversies between contending 
parties; the settlement of their rights 
and redress of their wrongs.”!&+ Adju-
dicating controversies between adverse 
parties is therefore “at the core of the 
judicial power”!'* and so too are the 
governance and regulations on costs. 
Recall that the right to costs includes 
the adverse party’s liability to pay and 
determining the amount requires judi-
cial action. 

Even if, for the sake of argument, 
this proposition is questioned, prin-
cipled and pragmatic reasons should 
remove lingering doubts. First, costs are 
ancillary to and a direct consequence 
of a civil justice system administered, 
in part, by attorneys and the court,!'! 
and supervised by the Judicial Branch. 
Second, the prevailing party’s right 
to costs does not arise but for judicial 
action: judgment on the relief sought 
is a condition precedent to an award of 
costs. "ird, an award of costs merges 
with the amount of damages, if any, to 
form the judgment debt. Fourth, the 
adverse party is a-orded due process 
protections of notice, an opportunity 
to be heard, and the right of appeal.!'# 
Fifth, the taxation of costs is a quasi-
judicial and ministerial task handled by 
the clerk of court (part of and funded 
by the Judicial Branch after !+)() but 
reviewed de novo by the court.!'& Last, 
an award of costs demands the over-
sight by the Judicial Branch to ensure 
(i) access to justice, (ii) the fair and 
equitable administration of civil justice, 

and (iii) judicial economy. Costs are 
a “necessary appendage”!'' to civil 
disputes; they too are “at the core of 
judicial power.”!'( "us, the constitu-
tional power vested in the Judicial 
Branch preempts any attempt by the 
Legislative Branch to govern or regulate 
costs once the general right to costs is 
created by statute. "e Judicial Branch 
appears to have tolerated an encroach-
ment on its constitutional power, but 
this judicial power should be reclaimed 
by the Judicial Branch, as has been 
done in other areas.!'%

Administrative Order: a Questionable 
Patch

Some may argue that an appro-
priately worded Administrative Order 
would remove any uncertainty and 
repair an encroachment on a consti-
tutional power exclusively allocated to 
the Judicial Branch of government.!') 
"e proposed Administrative Order 
would need to be carefully drafted 
and not a mere re-publication of statu-
tory mandates. Otherwise, it could be 
tantamount to an abdication of judicial 
function.

In October !+$+ for example, a 
majority of the SJC adopted an Admin-
istrative Order that implemented the 
Adopting Child Support Guidelines.!'$ 
"e Administrative Order included a 
Statement in Nonconcurrence by Justice 
Hornby (as he then was) and joined by 
Justices Roberts and Glassman. "e 
Administrative Order acknowledged 
the concerns raised by Justice Hornby 
and suggested that “[t]he Legislature 
may choose to remove any uncer-
tainty by enacting the substance of 
the Administrative Order.”!'+ Conse-
quently, the Administrative Order was 
vacated !* months later and replaced 
by !+ M.R.S.A. sections &!!-!+ (Supp. 
!++!).!(*

"e significance of Justice Hornby’s 
rationale in relation to costs is clear, 
compelling, and should not be under-
estimated. An Administrative Order 
adopting pre-existing legislation on 
costs does not remedy the problem. 
Statutes may enjoy a presumption of 
constitutionality, but they are still 
subject to challenge by litigation, a 
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direct letter of address, or a Statement 
in Nonconcurrence. "e issue of costs 
is ripe for litigation and, unless a judi-
cially sponsored review is undertaken, 
the SJC, sitting as the Law Court, 
would be required to rule on the statute 
to remove any uncertainty and also rule 
on the constitutionality of its own rules 
of court or Administrative Order. 

Establishing Complete Justice and Right 
to Counsel

Two other constitutional rights also 
bolster the proposition that costs should 
have a broad definition that includes 
attorneys’ fees. First, the constitutional 
mandate of complete justice may have 
an imprecise meaning but it should 
require that a costs award o-sets impor-
tant and necessary expenses incurred 
in the administration of justice!(! to 
successfully prosecute or defend a case. 
Attorneys’ fees are an example of where 
the current costs regime is arguably 
inconsistent with this constitutional 
mandate. "e first lawyers and attor-
neys were friends and personal agents 
of the litigant that “often lack[ed] 
any professional training” and were 
brought into court so that the liti-
gant may take “counsel” with them 
before pleading.!(# Now, attorneys are 
members of a profession and attor-
neys’ fees are often the prevailing 
party’s largest expense, but such fees 
are excluded due to Maine’s adoption of 
the American Rule. Hence, a prevailing 
party’s right to costs is substantively 
reduced in value and thereby does not 
have complete justice as mandated by 
the Maine Constitution.!(& A return 
to the inclusive approach to costs and 
the common law principles espoused 
by Chief Justice Appleton would fulfill 
the complete justice mandate. "ere 
may be legitimate reasons to reduce 
attorneys’ fees in a costs award, but an 
absolute bar to such fees should not be 
the starting point.!('

Second, the right to the assistance 
of counsel also calls for an inclusive 
approach to costs. A literal reading 
of Article I, Section #* of the Maine 
Constitution, however, suggests that 
the right to the assistance of counsel is 
limited to where that party claims the 

right to a jury trial.!(( Whether the right 
to the assistance of counsel is broadly 
interpreted or not is material and 
should be resolved for the purposes of 
costs.!(% At least in a jury trial, the right 
to the assistance of counsel is enshrined 
in the Maine Constitution and deemed 
to be “important and necessary in the 
administration of justice”.!() "e right 
to costs is a correlative right to the 
right to the assistance of counsel. "is 
should mean that (i) counsel’s fee is 
within the broad definition of “costs” 
and (ii) the prevailing party is consti-
tutionally entitled to some contribution 
(not necessarily an indemnity) towards 
counsel’s fees. 

Further, the current costs regime 
improperly prejudices a party that is 
either financially unable to hire an 
attorney or decides not to hire an 
attorney out of fear that a litigation 
expense will not being covered by an 
award for costs. "e rapid rise in pro 
se litigants suggests that this is not an 
isolated issue. "e administration of 
justice, as a process, is often slowed 
down for pro se litigants, but it also 
raises questions as to the quality of their 
access to justice, the attendant increase 
in costs and risk of delay associated 
with the slow down, and the use of 
more court resources disproportionate 
to the issue in dispute. "e reoccur-
ring theme is that if “there can really be 
no law without lawyers and no justice 
without law,”!($ then, as a matter of logic 
or history, there can be no civil justice 
without lawyers. Yet, the current costs 
regime discourages the use of lawyers. 
In these circumstances, the current 
costs regime is inconsistent with the 
twin rights of complete justice and of 
counsel (at least in jury trials).

Civil Procedure Rules Akin 
to Unfunded Mandate

Maine’s Rules of Civil Procedure 
have the force of statutes.!(+ "e issue 
here is twofold: the litigation expense 
associated with the administration of 
civil justice and the extent to which liti-
gation expenses are recoverable. From 
time to time, the content of those 
rules are updated and expanded. "e 
complexity of civil justice continues to 

march on apparently without regard 
to the likely costs to be incurred and 
fewer judicial resources being avail-
able. "e number of pages of the 
rules of court illustrates the growing 
complexity of civil justice: !( pages in 
!$##,!%* &! in !+*$,!%! and #&* in #*!#.!%# 
A related issue is the legal profession’s 
high barrier to entry, e.g., seven years 
of under and post-graduate education 
and bar examination. "ese are just two 
examples that contribute to the high 
cost of civil litigation and a costs award 
should reasonably compensate for that 
complexity.

"e overarching problem is analo-
gous to an unfunded mandate. On one 
hand, the Judicial Branch has a consti-
tutional mandate to establish complete 
justice but awards costs only to the 
extent authorized by statute, court rule, 
or case law. On the other hand, a party 
has a constitutional right to a complete 
remedy by due course of law with the 
assistance of counsel (at least in a jury 
trial).!%& "e current costs regime applies 
an exclusionary approach, namely that 
all litigation expenses are excluded 
unless specifically provided for by 
statute, rules of court, or Administra-
tive Order. Further, the rules of civil 
procedure require a prevailing party to 
incur litigation-related expenses that is 
typically disproportionate to an award 
for costs, notwithstanding the fact that 
attorneys’ fees are generally excluded 
from costs. 

"is appears to be wrong in prin-
ciple. "ere should be some level of 
fiscal restraint in the administration 
civil justice in order to promote a trinity 
of policy objectives: fairness and equity 
between the parties; access to justice 
at proportionate cost; and use of court 
resources proportionate to the issue in 
dispute. In these circumstances, the 
rules of civil procedure are akin to 
an unfunded mandate. To paraphrase 
Article +, section #! of the Maine Consti-
tution: for the purpose of more fairly 
apportioning the cost of civil justice and 
establishing complete justice, the Judi-
cial Branch should not establish a rule of 
civil procedure or issue an Administra-
tive Order so as to necessitate any party 
to incur expenses and fees materially 
disproportionate to an award for costs. 
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Special Justi"cation to 
Re#examine the American 
Rule

"e judicial policy of stare decisis is 
an important feature of civil justice that 
promotes “the evenhanded, predictable, 
and consistent development of legal 
principles, fosters reliance on judicial 
decisions, and contributes to the actual 
and perceived integrity of the judicial 
process.”!%' If there is “special justifica-
tion,” then departure from precedent 
can be appropriate. In the unusual 
circumstance where adherence to the 
American Rule does more harm to 
the constitutional ideal of the rule of 
law than to advance it, then the Judi-
cial Branch should be more willing to 
depart from that precedent.!%( 

Maine adopted the American Rule 
during the mid to late #*th century. 
In !+)+, the SJC sitting as the Law 
Court so held in !iboutot v. State 
of Maine!%% and, four months later, 
in Vance v. Speakman.!%) Both cases 
cite the U.S. Supreme Court deci-
sion of Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. 
Wilderness Society!%$ as support for the 
American Rule, possibly as binding 
precedent. In !iboutot, attorney’s 
fees were sought under federal,!%+ not 
state law.!)* Further, the Law Court 
held that “Maine state courts have no 
authority to award attorney’s fees as 
part of costs in the absence of statu-
tory authorization or agreement of the 
parties.” In Vance v. Speakman,!)! attor-
ney’s fees were apparently sought under 
the Maine Human Rights Act. Citing 
Alyeska and !iboutot, the Law Court 
stated that “[t]he universal rule in the 
United States is that “absent statute or 
enforceable contract, litigants pay their 
own attorneys’ fees.” Notwithstanding 
the “pervasiveness and vigor”!)# of the 
American Rule, these two statements 
of law from !iboutot and Vance should 
no longer be valid in light of the matters 
raised here, specifically the guiding 
principles espoused by Chief Justice 
Appleton in !$%$ and the narrower 
separation of powers point raised by a 
unanimous SJC in !+$% and by Justice 
Hornby in !+$+.

Further, the doctrine of stare decisis 
does not compel continued acceptance 

of !iboutot and its progeny. Constitu-
tional questions need to be addressed 
and answered correctly so as to “ensure 
that the law [of costs] will not merely 
change erratically, but will develop the 
law in a principled and intelligible 
fashion.”!)& "e adherence to !iboutot 
and its progeny impedes the adjudi-
cation of cases on the basis that the 
American Rule’s “underlying reasoning 
has become so discredited that the 
Court cannot be able to keep the prece-
dent alive without jury-rigging new and 
di-erent justifications to shore up the 
original mistake.”!)' ‘Special justifica-
tion’ does exist for the Judicial Branch 
to re-examine Maine’s adoption of the 
American Rule. First, Maine courts 
have been constitutionally seized with 
a broader judicial power than federal 
courts!)( since !$#*. "e U.S. Supreme 
Court’s decision in Alyeska!)% is not 
(nor could it be) binding precedent on 
Maine courts. It should have limited 
value given the varying constitutional 
wording and case law on judicial power. 
Nonetheless, the Judicial Branch has 
the constitutional power to adopt the 
functional equivalent to the American 
Rule under Article III of the Maine 
Constitution.

Second, the American Rule is an 
accident of history. “"e American 
‘rule’ was never legislated; it grew up as 
a practice. "ere is no rule; there is an 
absence of rules. In the absence of rules, 
practices are unguided by binding 
direction.”!)) "e origin of the phrase, 
“the American Rule,” appears to have 
been coined in !+#+,!)$ but it did not 
become a common legal phrase until 
sometime between !+%$ and !+)+.!)+ For 
whatever the reason, “the di-erence 
between the statutory fee and the actual 
fee paid by the client increased … until 
in time they had no real relation to 
each other.”!$* Indeed, the statutorily 
prescribed attorney’s fee remained static 
at /#.(* for #** hundred years from 
!)$* to !+$*!$! without regard to infla-
tion, to the growing complexity of civil 
procedure rules and the rules to qualify 
as a lawyer, to the ways attorneys’ 
charge their clients, and to how lawyers 
generally sta- cases. "ird, prior to the 
May !+++ revision of M.R. Civ. P. Rule 
(', attorneys’ fees were awarded as costs 

in Maine. As illustrated in the !$%$ 
DLA, the attorney’s fee was a moderate, 
flat rate. "e American Rule appears 
to be based not on any express intent 
by any branch of government that 
costs do not include attorneys’ fees, but 
rather upon a presumed absence that 
it should.!$# Regulating the amount of 
the attorneys’ fees is one thing, but an 
absolute bar as the status quo is reminis-
cent of the old rules and traditions that 
prohibited civil suits between spouses 
or women from being judges.!$&

Fourth, there appears to be an undue 
influence by federal jurisprudence. For 
example, M.R. Civ. P. Rule (' was 
first promulgated in !+(+ and modeled 
on Rule (' of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure!$' so that the current 
costs regime is similar to the federal 
system; both court systems adopted the 
American Rule but by di-erent routes. 
Unlike the federal system, however, 
Maine statutes!$( and rules of court do 
not specifically exclude attorneys’ fees 
as a cost.!$% Maine case law apparently 
excluded attorneys’ fees as a matter 
of practice. "e reverse-Erie doctrine 
also appears to be at work here, albeit 
in a non-maritime setting. Maine state 
courts appear to have applied federal 
law principles to determine a prevailing 
party’s substantive property right to 
costs arising under Maine law. "ere 
is also the issue of precedence of citing 
to U.S. Supreme Court case law when 
Maine adopted the American Rule. 
Indeed, decisions by Maine state courts 
and Maine federal district court!$) by 
cite to !iboutot, Vance, and Alyeska 
as precedent for the America Rule in 
Maine but without (a) considering the 
American Rule’s implementation and 
whether a hardship or injustice may 
result or (b) referring to the origi-
nating authority for the American Rule 
in Maine jurisprudence. Federal law 
appears to have been followed without 
an independent assessment as to 
whether attorneys’ fees are within the 
meaning of costs pursuant to the prin-
ciples, law, and Constitution of Maine. 

Fifth, the American Rule is purport-
edly derived from the !)+% U.S. 
Supreme Court decision in Acrambal 
v. Wiseman,!$$ but that brief, potentially 
misleading decision!$+ omits a critical 
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feature that explains why there was a 
general practice in federal court that 
excluded the /!,%** in attorneys’ fees!+* 
from the damages award: admiralty 
cases were subject to a specific federal 
statute that identified an attorney’s fee 
as a cost and limited the attorney’s 
fee to /+.** (/&.** for each category: 
pleadings, interrogatories, and all other 
services).!+! As a matter of fact, prin-
ciple, and law, Acrambal therefore does 
not establish nor support the American 
Rule as commonly known today. Once 
the ambiguity of Acrambal is addressed, 
the holding is clear: in federal court (i) 
costs are set and regulated by Congress 
(the Judicial Branch in Maine due to 
Articles & and % of the Maine Constitu-
tion); (ii) attorneys’ fees are a regulated 
cost for the purpose of an award for 
costs; and (iii) attorneys’ fees are not 
damages for the purpose of an award 
for damages in federal court.!+# "e 
holding from Acrambal did not (nor can 
it) represent a statement of general prin-
ciple applicable to all state or federal 
courts that a prevailing party is not 
entitled to attorneys’ fees. Recall that 
the right to costs is a general property 
right created by state or federal statute.

Sixth, the American Rule is contrary 
to guiding principles espoused by 
Chief Justice Appleton. Specifically, a 
prevailing party is justly entitled to 
compensation for all costs that are 
important and necessary for the admin-
istration of justice, including attorneys’ 
fees. "e SJC, speaking through Chief 
Justice Appleton, maintained that if the 
amount is not established or authorized 
by statute,!+& then the court should exer-
cise its right to supervise the charges and 
make suitable deductions if objected to 
or found unreasonable. "is suggests 
that legislative inaction is a prerequi-
site for the Judicial Branch to exercise 
a judicial power over costs, but that is 
inconsistent with the Judicial Branch’s 
plenary power derived from Maine’s 
Constitution. Of course, Chief Justice 
Appleton could have made this concil-
iatory comment for comity purposes.

Lastly, even if the American Rule 
serves legitimate and identifiable 
purposes,!+' a less draconian rule can be 
developed. "e functional equivalent to 
the American Rule could be modeled 

on Alaska’s Rule $#!+( (attorneys’ fees as 
a percentage of the damages recovered), 
the Civil Procedure Rules of England 
and Wales (within the court’s discre-
tion to award costs),!+% or arbitration 
or divorce proceedings. "e goal is to 
“develop the law [of costs] in a prin-
cipled and intelligible fashion,”!+) but in 
accordance with Maine principles and 
constitutional law, such as protecting 
an impecunious party with a merito-
rious claim and discouraging a lawyer 
from taking a speculative case.!+$

Common Law Right 
Broader than Maine’s Right 
to Costs?

Assume, for the sake of argument, 
that the American Rule has been prop-
erly adopted in Maine. "e reception of 
the common law, however, may provide 
the statutory authority for a costs award 
that includes attorneys’ fees. "is is 
on the basis that (i) the Statute of 
Gloucester was incorporated into the 
indigenous common law of Massachu-
setts and then Maine’s common law and 
(ii) the legislatures of Massachusetts 
prior to !$#* and of Maine after !$#* 
have not enacted legislation that specifi-
cally revoked a prevailing party’s right 
to costs that includes attorneys’ fees. 
Analogous to the co-existing claims for 
waste in Stetson v. Day arising under 
common law (the Statute of Gloucester) 
and Maine statutory law, so too does 
the right to costs, but the prevailing 
party cannot recover for both rights to 
costs.!++ "e conflict here is one of stat-
utory interpretation. During the #*th 
century, the right to costs arising from 
Maine statutes has been interpreted as 
one that excludes attorneys’ fees. "e 
right to costs arising from the Statute 
of Gloucester, however, has been inter-
preted as one that includes attorneys’ 
fees. "e simple option would be to 
claim that the Massachusetts statute of 
!)$' revoked and replaced the English 
common law right to costs. Yet, that 
does not appear to be the case.

Article X, section & of the Maine 
Constitution states that “All laws now 
in force … shall remain, and be in 
force, until altered or repealed by the 
Legislature … .” As a matter of strict 

construction, the common law right 
to costs was not repealed by specific 
Massachusetts legislation nor by Maine 
legislation; it was overlooked. It may 
be true that the statutory right to costs 
arising under the Statute of Gloucester 
was altered by a series of fee schedules 
in the rules of court, but this alteration 
ceased in !+++ when the fee schedule 
was removed.#** "e implication being 
that the common law right to costs 
continues to exist and the amount for 
such costs are unrestrained by a fee 
schedule, if any applied.

Arguably, both rights to costs were 
virtually the same as of !$#*, but the 
entitlement to attorneys’ fees was 
decoupled from costs through happen-
stance following !$#*. Either way, 
the common law right to costs is (i) 
consistent with the guiding principles 
espoused by Chief Justice Appleton 
and (ii) substantively broader than the 
right to costs created by !' M.R.S.A. 
§§!(*! and !(!*. A similar argument 
was raised but rejected by an appellate 
court majority in Indiana.#*! Arguably 
similar to Maine’s disposition,#*# Judge 
Stanton’s dissent noted that the Statute 
of Gloucester was overlooked and 
remained in full force and e-ect as the 
statutory law in Indiana given that it 
was not repealed and that Indiana had 
not adopted the civil law doctrine of 
desuetude.#*& Here, the Judicial Branch 
has in e-ect repealed the Statute of 
Gloucester by adopting the American 
Rule, but this separation of powers 
problem would fall away if the Judi-
cial Branch reclaims its constitutional 
power over costs.

Maine courts appear to have over-
looked the Statute of Gloucester as a 
statutory authority for costs. In Smith 
v. Follansbee,#*' the SJC, speaking 
through Chief Justice Weston, held that 
the Statute of Gloucester was in force as 
part of Maine’s common law, but not the 
provision relating to tenant in dower. 
"e reason being is that Massachusetts 
revoked and replaced that provision 
in !)$&.#*( Unfortunately, the headnote 
in Smith gives a false impression that 
the Statute of Gloucester was ‘wholly 
inoperative’ in Maine as of !$#*: “"e 
English [S]tatute of Gloucester, if ever 
adopted in Massachusetts, was repealed 
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as to tenants in dower, by the statute of 
!)$&, c. '*; and was wholly inoperative 
at the time of the separation of Maine 
from that State.”#*% "at headnote was 
then re-published in the !$'+ Digest of 
the Decisions of the SJC.#*) 

A Just and Equitable 
Approach to Costs

"e purpose of updating the costs 
regime is to “develop the law [of costs] in 
a principled and intelligible fashion”#*$ 
in accordance with Maine principles 
and constitutional law. A wholesale 
change to the current costs regime is 
unwarranted, but there should be some 
contribution (as opposed to an indem-
nity) towards all costs so as to satisfy 
constitutional mandates and the trinity 
of policy objectives: fairness and equity 
between the parties; access to justice 
at proportionate cost; and use of court 
resources proportionate to the issue 
in dispute. Civil courts should have 
a discretionary power to award ‘just 
and equitable’ costs, including reason-
able attorneys’ fees, similar to that in 
Alaska, England and Wales, arbitration 
proceedings,#*+ or divorce proceedings 
in the District Court’s Family Divi-
sion.#!* "e power to award costs in 
arbitration and divorce proceedings is 
derived di-erently, but the purpose 
is the same: fairness. "e general rule 
could be that the prevailing party is 
entitled to an award of costs for all 
litigation expenses important and 
necessary in the administration of civil 
justice, subject to three caveats. First 
and for the avoidance of doubt, such 
costs would include attorneys’ fees. 

Second, the trial court should 
have the discretion to reduce (but not 
exclude) any or all costs to a nominal 
amount where there are grounds to 
do so; for example, public policy, a 
‘chilling e-ect’ on access to justice, 
laches, estoppel, ability to pay, etc. 
"is may also occur where: (i) neither 
party succeeds fully, the matter in 
dispute is novel, the law is unsettled, 
the prevailing party was represented 
by more than two attorneys,#!! or the 
resolution of the dispute has a wider 
public interest; (ii) the adverse party is 
an indigent, non-profit organization, 

the State, an agency of the State, or an 
individual acting in an o,cial capacity 
on behalf of the State or State agency; 
and (iii) the prevailing party asserts an 
unnecessary claim or defense, contrib-
utes to a delay in the proceedings, or 
incurs costs that are of a type or in an 
amount disproportionate to the matter 
in dispute. Last, any reduction in costs 
should take into account the impact of 
a right of set-o- that may arise.

Some may argue that arbitration 
proceedings are unique because parties 
can opt out of the American Rule by 
agreement. "at, however, is not a prin-
cipled reason that justifies the American 
Rule in all other civil disputes. If it is 
fair and equitable for parties to contrac-
tually opt out of the American Rule 
where no civil claims have arisen or 
anticipated at the start of their business 
relationship, then it should be fair and 
equitable to “dis-apply” the American 
Rule in the absence of a contractual 
relationship. Contractual relationship 
does not equate to fairness.

As for divorce proceedings, whether 
the court will exercise its power to 
award costs is based on a party’s ability 
to pay and absorb the costs. Albeit rare, 
the court may award attorneys’ fees 
where there are circumstances justi-
fying such an award, such as division 
of property, spousal support, economic 
misconduct, non-compliance, and delay 
or abuse of process. As an alternative to 
the inclusionary approach to costs, this 
just and equitable approach could be 
better received given that it is an expan-
sion of current divorce practice. In any 
event, the rules of court could incorpo-
rate a similar just and equitable power, 
in part, to fulfill the Judicial Branch’s 
constitutional mandate of establishing 
complete justice.

Summary

"e prevailing party to civil proceed-
ings has long been entitled to costs. "e 
current costs regime is a product of 
happenstance. Guiding principles fell 
into disuse and Maine jurisprudence 
failed to keep up with the growth of 
the legal profession and the steep infla-
tion on legal services during the #*th 
century. Consequently, most civil litiga-

tion is expensive and a costs award does 
not reasonably o--set the prevailing 
party’s actual and legitimate expendi-
tures required to successfully prosecute 
or defend the case. Indeed, costs gener-
ally exclude attorneys’ fees, which are 
by far the largest cost of civil litigation.

"e Judicial Branch has the consti-
tutional power to govern, regulate, 
supervise, assess, and award costs. "is 
constitutionally derived power prohibits 
legislation associated with costs, other 
than the general statutory right to costs. 
Whether by a judicially appointed task 
force or by the Advisory Committee 
on the Rules of Civil Procedure, there 
should be (a) an exposition on the scope 
of the constitutional power set out in 
Article III of the Maine constitution, 
(b) a promulgation of general guiding 
principles on what is and is not a cost, 
and (c) an assessment as to whether 
the current costs regime complies with 
those principles.

"e long, complex history of the law 
of costs deserves a second look. As was 
done by American colonists when they 
considered whether to adopt English 
law over two centuries ago, a considered 
and systematic review of the current 
costs regime will provide the Judicial 
Branch with “an opportunity to eval-
uate and change many established rules 
of decision and procedure.”#!# Maine’s 
bench and bar are capable and should 
rise to the challenge of articulating 
practical and innovative solutions on 
costs. "ere may be naysayers, but 
they overlook simple truths: it is right 
in principle, other jurisdictions have 
done it, and, more importantly, Maine’s 
Constitution demands it.
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!. See Statute of !)$' (Mass.), ch. #$, p. 
+( (October &*, !)$'), replaced by Statute of 
Maine, Vol. !., chp. (+, §!) (!$#!), replaced by 
M.R.S., chp. !!(, §(% (!st Rev., !$'*), replaced 
by M.R.S., chp. $#, §+' (#nd Rev., !$()), 
replaced by M.R.S., chp. $#, §!*' (&rd Rev., 
!$)!) and An Act Relating to Costs (amend-
ing chp. $#, §!!! (!$)+), replaced by M.R.S., 
chp. $#, §§!!) & !#' ('th Rev., !$$'), replaced 
by M.R.S., chp. $#, §§!&# & !'* ((th Rev., 
!+*'), replaced by M.R.S., chp. $), §§!&$ & 
!'% (%th Rev., !+!)), replaced by M.R.S., chp. 
+%, §§!'* & !'$ ()th Rev., !+&*), replaced 
by M.R.S., chp. !**, §§!(( & !%' ($th Rev., 
!+''), replaced by M.R.S., chp. !!&, §§!(( 
& !%' (+th Rev., !+('), and replaced by !' 
M.R.S. §§!(*! & !(!* (!+%', #**&, & #*!#).

#. Other grounds include to make the 
prevailing party financially “whole,” to dis-
courage unmeritorious claims or defenses, to 
encourage settlement and avoid protracted lit-
igation, and to encourage claims in the public 
interest. See, e.g., Alaska Judicial Council, 
Alaska’s English Rule: Attorney’s Fee Shifting in 
Civil Cases at (#-' (!++().

&. See Letter from Appleton CJ to Gover-
nor Chamberlain, (( Me. (+( (Jan. %, !$%$); 
see also Documents Printed by Order of the 
Legislature of the State of Maine During its 
Session A.D. !$%$, ')th Legislature, House 
No. $ (!$%$).

'. See Me. Const. art. III (Distribution of 

Powers) and art. VI, § ! (Courts).
(. See Me. Const. preamble (Objects of 

Government) and art. I, § !+ (Right of redress 
for injuries: “Every person, for an injury 
inflicted on the person … [or] property …, 
shall have remedy by due course of law; and 
right and justice shall be administered freely 
and without sale, completely without deni-
al, promptly and without delay.”) (emphasis 
added).

%. See Me. Const. art. I (Trial by Jury).
). See, e.g., Citizens United v. Federal Elec-

tion Commission, !&* S.Ct. $)%, +#* (#*!*); 
Trask v. Automobile Insurance Co., !+++ Me. 
+', ¶¶+-!!. 

$. “Common law” has several meanings, 
depending upon the context in which it is 
used. It sometimes refers to judge-made as 
distinct from statute law. It may also connote 
the law historically administered by the royal 
“common law” courts of England …, rather 
than the “equity” courts … . "e term is 
occasionally used as well in contradistinction 
to civil or canon law. In this article, except 
where otherwise stated, the term will be used 
to describe the decisional law of the royal 
“common law” courts and those acts of Par-
liament which amended or were declaratory 
of that law.” See Comment, Maine’s Reception 
of the Common Law, &* Me. L. Rev. #)', fn. 
& (!+)+).

+. See, for example, Lord Justice Jack-
son, Review of Civil Litigation Costs: Final 
Report at ) (access to justice: “"e ability of a 
person to obtain legal advice and representa-
tion, and to secure the adjudication through 
the courts of their legal rights and obliga-
tions.”).

!*. See Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure, 
Rule $# (Attorney’s Fee).

!!.See CPR Parts '& to '( of the English 
Civil Procedure Rules.

!#. See, e.g., Article &!(d) of the AAA’s 
International Dispute Resolution Procedures; 
see also Providian Bancorp Services v. !omas, 
No. *$-*)-**#'%-CV, #**$ WL #*($(#' 
(Tex. Ct. App. May !(, #**$) (grant of attor-
neys’ fees in arbitration was ‘just and equi-
table relief ’ authorized by arbitration rules).

!&. See Florencio v. Florencio, Reporter of 
Decisions, Decision No. Mem !#-+' (#*!#); 
!+-A M.R.S. § !*((!), (#) (#*!!).”); see also J. 
Levy, Maine Family Law at +-! to +-% (#*!*).

!'. See Libby, Legal Reforms, Proceedings 
of the First Annual Meeting of the Maine State 
Bar Association at #( (Feb. !), !$+#). C.F. Libby 
was the first President of the Maine Bar Asso-
ciation.

!(. See, e.g., Statute of Gloucester, % Edw. 
I. c. !. (England, !#)$), #& Hen. $, c. !( (Eng-
land, !(&!), Statute of Westminster, ' Jac. !, c. 
& (England, !%*)), Administration of Justice 
Act, $ & + Will. &, c. !!, s. # (England, !%+%), 
& & ' Will. ', c. '#, s. &' (England, !$&&), and 
!( & !% Vict. C. )%, s. $! (England, !$(#).

!%. See # Maine Province and Court Records 
at xlvi ('%) (Libby ed., !+&!). 

!). Id. (“Having myself met such di,cul-
ties in fathoming ancient conditions so well 

understood at the time that nobody men-
tioned them, I am constantly reminded of the 
permanency of books of record on the library 
shelves.”). 

!$. See Marbury v. Madison, ( U.S. !&), 
!)) (!$*&).

!+. Unless the context requires otherwise, 
the term “jurisdiction” is “used solely in its 
strict and proper meaning of the power to 
take cognizance of and decide a given ques-
tion.” See Whitehouse, Equity Jurisdiction: 
Pleading and Practice in Maine at iii (!+**).

#*. In Porteous, Mitchell & Braun Co. v. 
Miller & Trustees, !*) Me. !(( (!+!*), R.S. §!', 
chapter !!( allowed specific costs, “unless the 
court otherwise directs otherwise.” "e Court 
held that it “had the authority to direct oth-
erwise”, but, for the reasons set out here, the 
Court does not require a statutory authority 
to assess and award costs.

#!. Compare SJC’s Direct Letter of 
Address dated April #(, !+$%, Me. Rptr. '+*-
(*+ A.#d CXXVI-CXXIX (article III of the 
Maine Constitution has “double emphasis” 
and “calls for a strictly formal separation of 
governmental powers”) with Board of Over-
seers of the Bar v. Lee, '## A. #d ++$, !**& 
(Me. !+$*) (“In addition, the Legislature has 
enacted certain statutes relating to the admis-
sion and reinstatement of attorneys, which 
statutes the Supreme Judicial Court honors as 
a matter of comity, but not in surrender of its 
inherent power. [endnote !! omitted] Applica-
tion of Feingold, #+% A.#d '+#, '+% (Me. !+)#). 
See also Barnes v. Walsh, !'( Me. !*), !!*-!!, 
)# A.#d $!&, $!( (!+(*).”).

##. Black’s Law Dictionary at #($ ($th ed., 
#**'). See also Moulton v. Moulton, '$( A.#d 
+)%, +)$-+ (Me. !+$') and Blackstone, # Bl.  
Com. '&+ (England, !!th ed., !)+!) (“Hither 
also may be referred, upon the same principle, 
all title to costs and expenses of suit; which 
are often arbitrary, and rest entirely on the 
determination of the court, upon weighing all 
circumstances both as to the quantum, and 
also (in the courts of equity especially, and 
upon motions in the courts of law) whether 
there shall be any costs at all. "ese costs 
therefore, when given by the court to either 
party, may be looked upon as an acquisition 
made by the judgment of law.”).

#&. See Ellis v. Whittier, &) Me. ('$ (!$('); 
Commonwealth v. Cambridge, ' Met. (Mass.) 
&( (!$'#); Billings v. Segar, !! Mass. &'* (!$!'); 
Spaulding, !e Practice in Civil Actions and 
Proceedings at Law (referred to as Spaulding’s 
Practice) at #'' (!$$!): “§ !. When in general 
recoverable. – By R.S., c. $# § !*', it is pro-
vided that in all actions the party prevailing 
shall be entitled to his legal costs against the 
other, unless it is otherwise specially provided 
by statute in force when judgment is rendered. 
[citing Ellis, &) Me. ('$ (!$('); Cole v. Sprowl, 
&$ Me. !+* (!$('); Mudgett v. Emery, &$ Me. 
#(( (!$(')]”.

#'. See Sutherland, Statutes and Statutory 
Construction at ')& (!$+!).

#(. Costs generally consist of three types: 
attorneys’ fees (e.g., hourly, flat rate, or con-
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tingency basis), litigation expenses (e.g., costs 
to prepare and present the case, discovery-
related costs, expert and witness fees, depo-
sitions, and photocopying), and forum costs 
(fees charged by the court system, e.g., fil-
ing fee).

#%. For examples of the amounts of dam-
ages and costs awarded in civil proceed-
ings from !$&+ to !$(# at Piscataquis County 
Court of Common Pleas and District Court 
for cases beginning with the letter “S”, see 
Piscataquis County (Maine) District Court 
case files, call no. %('+, Maine State Archives, 
Augusta, ME.

#). See Blackstone, & Bl. Com. &+$ (Cool-
ey, #nd Am. ed., !$)#) (costs referred to as a 
“necessary appendage”).

#$. See Sutherland, Statutes and Statutory 
Construction at ')& (!$+!).

#+. See Burrill’s Law Dictionary at &$% 
(#nd ed., !$)*) (citing Statute of Glouces-
ter, % Edw. I. c. !. (England, !#)$), # Inst. 
#$$ (England), Beames’ Costs in Equity at ' 
(England, #nd ed., !$'*), # Tidd’s Pr. +'( et 
seq. (England, !)+*-!$#$), and United States 
Digest, costs).

&*. See, e.g., In re Goodridge’s Estate, !&) 
Me. !& (!+'*) (quoting probate case of Hiltz, 
Appellant, !&* Me. #'&, #'(, !(' A. %'( (!+&!) 
(costs “did not include attorneys’ fees, because 
“costs” used in the statute means taxable costs 
as ordinarily taxed.”); but see McPheters v. 
Morrill, %% Me. !#&, !#' (!$))) (“"e word 
“fees” in these sections [R.S., c. !!&, §§#!-# 
& R.S., c. !!%, §+] is used synonymous with, 
and signifies the same as, “charges” in c. !#%, 
Laws of !$%#.”).

&!. See Musser v. Good, !! S. & R. (Pa.) #'$ 
(citing Howard, &c., Association v. Phila. & 
Reading R.R. Co., !*# Pa. ###). In most other 
countries, attorneys’ fees are an item of costs. 
See also Pfennigstorf, !e European Experi-
ence with Attorney Fee Shifting, ') Law & 
Contempt. Probs. &) (!+$').

&#. See, e.g., Sayer, !e Law of Costs at ! 
(England, #nd ed., !)))) (“A Plainti- had 
not, at the Common Law, a Right to Costs 
in any Action.”, citing Coke, !e Second Part 
of the Institutes of the Laws of England, # Inst. 
#$$, #$+ (England)); Tidd, !e Law of Costs 
in Civil Actions at # (England, !)+&) (citing 
Coke, # Inst. #$$, # Inst. "## & Hardres’ 
Reports !(# ¶ !( (England)); see also Jacob, 
A New Law Dictionary Containing the Inter-
pretation and Definition of Words and Terms 
Used in the Law, “costs” entry (England, %th 
ed., !)(*)); R. Burn & J. Burn, ! A New Law 
Dictionary at #&#-&& (England, !)+#) (citing 
Blackstone, & Bl. Com &++); Hullock, Law 
of Costs at ! (England, !)+&); Dane, A general 
abridgment and digest of American law, Vol. % 
(c. !+(, Pleading – Costs) at (%* (!$#&) (citing 
Blackstone, & Bl. Com. &++; Phillips v. Bacon, 
+ East. #+$ (England, !$*$)); Blackstone, & Bl. 
Com. &++ (Wendell, Am. ed., !$'') (“though 
the common law did not allow [costs] … 
though in reality costs were always considered 
and included in the quantum of damages … 
.”); Browne, A Practical Treatise on Actions at 

Law at '*# (England, !$''); Bacon, # A New 
Abridgement of the Law  at '$' (England, 
Bouvier edition, !$'%); Gray, A Treatise on !e 
Law of Costs in Actions & Other Proceedings in 
the Courts of Common Law at Westminster at 
! (England, !$(&); Marshall, !e Law of Costs 
at ! (England, #nd ed., !$%#); Bouvier, ! A 
Law Dictionary, adapted to the Constitution 
and Laws of the United States of America at &)* 
(!'th ed., !$$*); Milliman, !e Law of Costs in 
New York at !-& (!+*'); and Mack, !! Cyclope-
dia of Law and Procedure §#) (!+*'); Bouvier’s 
Law Dictionary and Concise Encyclopedia at 
%$+ ($th ed., &rd rev., !+!'); and Minor, Attor-
ney’s Fees – Costs or Fees?, !* Va. L. Rev. '%', 
'%' (!+#&-').

&&. See, e.g., Mansfield v. Ward, !% Me. 
'&&, '&) (!$'*); Day v. Woodworth, (' U.S. 
(!& How.) &%&, &)!-)# (!$(!); Metz v. Long, #+ 
Pa. D. & C. #d %+), %+) (!+%#) (citing Musser 
v. Good, !! S. & R. #'), #(*); In re Caruso, 
!$ N.J. #%, &$ (!+((); and State v. Holder, #+( 
N.E.#d )++, $** (!+)&).

&'. See, for example, ( !e Encyclopaedia of 
Pleading and Practice at !*$ (!$+%) (“At com-
mon law costs were not recoverable expressly 
by name in any case by either the plainti- or 
defendant, but in practice, in cases where the 
plainti- recovered damages, a certain amount 
was generally added thereto by the jury to 
compensate him for the expense to which he 
had been put; and the defendant was success-
ful the plainti- was amerced by king pro falso 
clamore. "is allowance, although very gen-
eral, was, however, only a matter of grace and 
not of right until statute of Gloucester … .”). 

&(. See Sayer, !e Law of Costs at !-# (Eng-
land, #nd ed., !)))) (citing Gilb. H.C. at #%% 
(England)); Tidd, !e Law of Costs in Civil 
Actions at # (England, !)+&) (citing Coke, Sec-
ond Institutes, # Inst. #$$ (England)).

&%. For the purposes of completeness, 
the Statute of Malbridge, c. % (England, 
!#%)) pre-dated the Statute of Gloucester and 
allowed costs in certain cases to the defen-
dant. It is “a mistake [for Lord Coke] to say 
that the statute of Gloucester was the first 
statute by which costs were given.” See Coke, 
!e First Part of the Institutes of the Laws of 
England, L. &. C. !#. §%)(, fn. ! (England, 
!$th edition, !$#&) (citing Sayer’s Law of Costs, 
p. & (England, #nd ed., !)))) and referring to 
Coke, Second Institutes, # Inst. #$$, ¶!* (Eng-
land, !)+)).

&). See Sayer, !e Law of Costs at ' (Eng-
land, #nd ed., !)))). "e Statute of Marle-
berge, c. % (England, !#%)), was apparently 
the first English that awarded costs. See Sayer, 
!e Law of Costs at & (England, #nd ed., !)))). 
See also Roberts, Digest of Select British Stat-
utes, Comprising !ose Which, According to 
the Report of the Judges of the Supreme Court 
Made to the Legislature, Appear to be in Force 
in Pennsylvania at !!+ (!$')).

&$. See Goodhart, Costs, &$ Yale L. J. $'+, 
$(&, fn. #' (!+#+) (citing ' Jac. I. c. & (England, 
!%*))); see also Marshall, !e Law of Costs at 
&& (England, #nd ed., !$%#) (citing Hullock, 
Law of Costs at !#! (England, !)+&). For Eng-

lish case law awarding costs to the prevail-
ing defendant succeeding on some but not 
all causes of action and also where the civil 
action was wrongly prosecuted, frivolous, or 
vexatious, see Marshall, !e Law of Costs at 
&(-% (England, #nd ed., !$%#).

&+. See !) Corpus Juris § !&& at $*)-$, 
fn. )$ (Expenses of Litigation and Attor-
neys’ Fees) (!+!+) (citing U.S. Supreme Court 
(including Arcambel v. Wiseman, & Dall. &*%, ! 
L. ed. %!&) and state court decisions, but none 
for Maine.

'*. See id. at fn. )) (“… [a] Reason for 
rule. – “"e expenses of litigation are never 
damages sued for in any case when action is 
brought for the wrong itself, not even if the 
tort be or malicious. "ey are not the ‘natural 
and proximate consequence the wrongful act’ 
which is the universal rule, but are remote, 
future and contingent. "ey may follow the 
wrong and are very likely to, but not of course 
or necessarily. Besides damages sued for must 
be such as exist, and can be and are, in some 
form satisfactory to the law, stated In the dec-
laration and made matter of proof; but these 
expenses accrue subsequently to the bring-
ing of the suit, and can not be stated in the 
declaration, nor can they become matter of 
proof. Who ever knew the plainti- to prove 
his lawyer’s bills or the tavern bills of him-
self and witnesses and the like, to the jury, or 
witnessed on these points a cross examination 
by the defendant’s counsel. Obviously these 
things do not fall within the issue, and are 
never made the subjects of enquiry or investi-
gation on trial. St Peter’s Church v. Beach, #% 
Conn. &((, &%% [!$()].”).

'!. See Lewiston Trust Co. v. Cobb, !!( Me. 
#%', #%%-) (!+!%); Fogg v. Lawry, )! Me. #!(, 
#!) (!$$*) (“"e statute though technically 
a remedial one, is penal in its character, and 
must be strictly construed. It must not be so 
construed as to impose a greater penalty than 
the plain meaning of its terms requires.”); 
Beals v. !urlow, %& Me. +, !!-# (!$)') (refer-
ring to R.S., c. $!, §§ )% and +*, a statute may 
be remedial in part and penal in part); Hall 
v. Hall, !!# Me. #&', #&%-&) (!+!') (“A statute 
giving a right to recover multiplied damages 
may be remedial or it may be penal within the 
meaning of this statute of limitations If the 
right of action be given to the injured party 
and the increased damages are only inciden-
tal to the general right to recover the statute 
and action are remedial. And it is immaterial 
whether the statute says that the injured party 
may recover or that the o-ending party shall 
forfeit to the injured party the meaning is the 
same. But if the right of action be given to 
others than the injured party the statute and 
action are penal.”).

'#. See Cone v. Bowles, ! Salk. #*( (Eng-
land, %th ed., !)+( (abridged version)); see 
also Rex v. Inhabitants of Glastonby, Hil. !* G. 
#. Rep. Temp. Hardw. &() (England, !)&%); 
Espinasse, A Treatise on the Law of Actions on 
Statutes, Remedial as well as Penal at (( (Eng-
land, !$#') (citing Cone v. Bowles, ! Salk. #*(). 
"e case name of Cone v. Bowles was spelt 
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Coan v. Bowles. For the unabridged version, 
see Coan v. Bowles, (!%+!) Holt KB &($, +* 
ER !*+), # W. & M. B.R. !## (England, &rd , 
Carthew’s #nd ed., !)'!).

'&. See Attorney General v. Patterson, ! 
N.B. Sup. Ct. !%, #(& fn. (b) (Canada, !$#%) 
(citing Cone v. Bowles, ! Salk. #*( (England, 
abridged version) and Rex v. Inhabitants of 
Glastonby, Rep. temp. Hard. &() (England, 
!)&%)); see also Pritchard, An Analytical Digest 
of All the Reported Cases Determined by the 
High Court of Admiralty of England, p. '') 
(England, !$')) (citing  Cone v. Bowles, (!)+#) 
! Salk. #*( (England, abridged version)); 
Sutherland, Statutes and Statutory Construc-
tion at ')& (!$+!) (“Statutes allowing costs, 
it was ruled at an early day, should be taken 
strictly, as being a kind of penalty [citing Cone 
v. Bowles, ! Salk. #*( (abridged version)].”).

''. See Sedgwick, A Treatise on the rules 
which govern the Interpretation and Construc-
tion of Statutory and Constitutional Law at &*) 
(#nd ed., !$)').

'(. See Trask v. Automobile Insurance Co., 
!+++ Me. +', ¶!&.

'%. See Sutherland, Statutes and Statutory 
Construction at ')& (!$+!).

'). Compare three page decisions of Coan 
v. Bowles, # W. & M. B.R. !## (!%)() (a defen-
dant without a judgment is not entitled to an 
award for costs) and Coan v. Bowles, # & & 
W. & M. B.R. !)+ (England, !%)%) with one 
paragraph abridged version Cone v. Bowles, ! 
Salk. #*( (England, %th ed., !)+() (abridged 
version). Note that the case name changed 
from Coan to Cone.

'$. See Rex v. York, ! A. & E. $#$, $&' 
(England, !$&') (per Lord Denman, C.J.: 
“"e dictum in Cone v. Bowles, ! Salk. #*( 
[England, abridged version], is hardly consis-
tent with the principle upon which the statute 
of Gloucester has been interpreted.  It appears 
to me, that the statute now before should be 
liberally construed … .”).

'+. See, e.g., Ward v. Snell, ! H. Bl. !* 
(England, !)$$); Bacon, # A New Abridgement 
of the Law at '$( (Bouvier ed., !$'%) (“for 
the statute of Gloucester is a remedial act, 
and, consequently, ought to have a favourable 
interpretation. Per Lord Loughborough, ! H. 
Bl. !&.”); Wilberforce, Statute Law at #&!-&# 
(England, !$$!) (“"e Statute of Gloucester 
giving costs was held in one case to be reme-
dial and though elsewhere it was said that 
statutes giving costs were to be construed 
strictly this dictum has been since declared 
to be hardly consistent with the principle 
upon which the Statute of Gloucester has 
been interpreted.”); Bishop, Commentaries on 
the law of statutory crimes at #!+-#* & ¶!+(a 
(&rd ed., !+*!): “!+(a Costs are unknown at 
the common law; they are the mere creatures 
of statutes. [footnote ( omitted] Where they 
are simply an indemnity to the party receiv-
ing them, [footnote % omitted] for his expen-
ditures in the case, and the like, they would 
seem in reason to be remedial, requiring a 
liberal construction of the statute. [footnote 
) omitted] On the other hand, where they 

are penal in their nature, the contrary must 
be the reasonable consequence. "e question 
has not been much illumined by adjudication, 
but generally the statutes giving costs appear 
to have been strictly construed. [footnote ! 
citing Dent v. S., '# Ala. (!'; Cone v. Bowles, 
! Salk. #*( (England, abridged version); S. 
v. Duestrow, )* Mo. Ap. &!!; Montgomery v. 
Foster, (' Ala. %#; S. v. Brewer, (+ Ala. !&*; 
Fanning v. S., ') Ark. ''#, # S.W.R. )*] As 
to the English doctrine, says a late writer: 
[footnote # citing Wilb. Stat. Law at #&!-# 
(England, !$$!)] “"e [S]tatute of Gloucester, 
giving costs, was held in one case to be reme-
dial; [footnote & citing Ward v. Snell, ! H. Bl. 
!*, !& (England, !)$$)] and, though elsewhere 
it was said that statutes giving costs were to 
be construed strictly, [footnote ' citing Rex v. 
Glastonby, Cas. temp. Hardw. $((, $() (Eng-
land, !)&%); Cone v. Bowles, ! Salk. #*( (Eng-
land, abridged version)] this dictum has been 
since declared to be ‘hardly consistent with 
the principle upon which the [S]tatute of 
Gloucester has been interpreted.’” [footnote 
( citing Rex v. York, ! A. & E. $#$, $&' (Eng-
land, !$&') by Lord Denman, C.J.]; see also 
Viner, # A General Abridgment of Law and 
Equity at &+* (England, !)++); F.R. Brightly, 
A Practice Treatise on the Law of Costs in Penn-
sylvania at !) (!$')) (footnote ) citing Ward v. 
Snell, ! H. Bl. !* (England, !)$$)).

(*. See Maxwell, On the Interpretation 
of Statutes at '*% (England, &rd ed., !$+%) 
(commenting on English law and footnote (c) 
citing Cone v. Bowles, ! Salk. #*( (England, 
abridged version); see also Endlich, A Com-
mentary on the Interpretation of Statutes at 
'$! (!$$$) (commenting on a survey of U.S. 
state law). Incidentally, the preface to G.A. 
Endlich’s treatise noted that it was founded 
on the first edition of Sir Peter Benson Max-
well’s English law treatise.

(!. See, e.g., !( Corpus Juris § + at #'-( 
& fn. ((-) (How Statutes Regulating Costs 
are Construed) (!+!$) (citing, e.g., Dibben v. 
Cooke, # Stra. !**( (England, !)&')); Bouvier, 
Bouvier’s Law Dictionary and Concise Ency-
clopedia at %$+ & !!+$ ($th ed., &rd rev., !+!') 
(citing Rex v. Inhabitantes de Gla$enby, in 
Com’ Cumberland, # Stra. !**%, !*%+ (Eng-
land, !)&%); Ingel v. Wordsworth, & Burr !#$) 
(England, !)%#); Com. v. Tilghman, ' S. & 
R. (Pa.) !#+ (!$!$); Farry v. !omson, ! Rich. 
(S.C.) '); Brightly, A Practice Treatise on the 
Law of Costs in Pennsylvania at $'-( (!$')) 
(quoting !e Columbia Bank and Bridge Co. 
v. Halderman, ( Penn. L.J. #$, #+ (Pa. !$''); 
Linsday v. Larned, !) Ma. !*+, !+( (!$#!)).

(#. See Ward v. Snell, ! H. Bl. !* (Eng-
land, !)$$).

(&. See, e.g., O’Brien v. Dunlap, ( Me. #$! 
(!$#$); Seacoast Hangar Condominum II Ass’n 
v. Martel, ))( A.#d !!%% (Me. #**!).

('. See !' M.R.S. §!(!* (#*!#).
((. “Qui tam” is an abbreviated form of the 

Latin phrase qui tam pro domino rege quam 
pro se ipso in hac parte sequitur, which means 
“[he] who as well for the king as for himself 
sues in this matter.” Black’s Law Dictionary at 

!#$# ($th ed., #**').
(%. See Knoppers v. Rumford Community 

Hosp., (&! A.#d !#)%, !#$# (!+$)) (fn. # of dis-
sent: “A law is penal, however, if the wrong 
sought to be redressed is a public wrong that 
violates public rights and duties and a-ects 
the whole community. Michaud v. City of 
Bangor, !%* Me. #$(, #$+, #*& A.#d %$), %+* 
(!+%'), citing Huntington v. Attrill, !'% U.S. 
%(), !& S.Ct. ##', &% L.Ed. !!#& (!$+#). "is 
is not such a statute and therefore we are not 
bound to construe it strictly. See State v. Lane, 
'+( A.#d ))&, ))% (Me. !+$().”).

(). See Mansfield v. Ward, !% Me. '&&, '&$ 
(!$'*).

($. See Statute of !)$' (Mass.), ch. #$ at 
+( (October &*, !)$', ch. &) (“[I]n all actions 
as well those of qui tam as others, the party 
prevailing shall be entitled to his legal costs 
against the other.”); Statute of Maine, chp. (+, 
§ !) (vol. !, !$#!) (“[I]n all actions, as well as 
those of qui-tam as others, the party prevail-
ing shall be entitled to his legal costs.”); and 
M.R.S. (!st Rev., !$'*), chp. !!(, §(% (“[I]n all 
actions, the party prevailing shall be entitled 
to his legal costs.”).

(+. Compare M.R.S., chp. !!(, §(% (!st 
Rev., !$'*) (“[I]n all actions, the party pre-
vailing shall be entitled to his legal costs.”) 
with M.R.S., chp. $#, §+' (#nd Rev., !$()) 
(“In all actions, the party prevailing, shall 
recover costs, unless otherwise specially pro-
vided.”); !' M.R.S.A. §!(*! (#*!#) (“In all 
actions, the party prevailing recovers costs 
unless otherwise specially provided.”); and 
!' M.R.S.A. §!(!* (#*!#) (“[I]n all actions, as 
well as those of qui tam as others, the party 
prevailing is entitled to his legal costs.”).

%*. "ese factors include: (!) the dearth of 
law books, law schools, and lawyers prior to 
the #*th century; (#) an undue influence by 
federal jurisprudence; (&) branches of Maine’s 
government apparently ‘sharing’ a constitu-
tional power exclusively allocated to the Judi-
cial Branch; (') an interpretation of the right 
to costs as penal in nature instead of reme-
dial; (() the !$'# course of study to become 
an attorney did not include the law of costs; 
(%) guiding principles established by the SJC 
in !$%$ had limited circulation over time and 
ultimately overlooked; ()) Maine’s !!#th Leg-
islature sought to ‘clarify’ the law as to costs 
in !+$( as part of a statutory scheme to define 
costs; ($) the belief that English Common 
Law on costs was unnecessarily complex; (+) 
colonial America’s general mistrust of law-
yers; (!*) an exodus of lawyers from colonial 
America due to the American Revolutionary 
War; (!!) a reluctance to cite to English prece-
dent following the American Revolution; (!#) 
an over-reliance on ‘precedence’  according 
to court reporters (see Wallace, "e Report-
ers at ! ('th ed., !$$#) (“deference … paid to 
precedent makes it important that what pur-
ports to be precedent should be really so, and 
that reliance which is believed to be given to 
beacons should not have been reposed upon 
false lights.”); (!&) the Judicial Branch’s appar-
ent reluctance to update and modernize the 
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‘fee schedule’ to be comparable to the true 
costs of litigation; (!') costs, by their nature, 
are a post-judgment matter, rarely address 
in detail in written judgments; and (!() the 
Clerk of Courts O,ce was historically an 
elected o,ce subject to administrative con-
tinuity problems (see Chief Justice Dufresne, 
Jr., Maine’s Judiciary Machinery at the Cross-
roads, #' Me. L. Rev. &(, &) (!+)#)).

%!. See !' M.R.S.A. §§!(*! – !(##, M.R. 
Civ. P. (', and, e.g., Arsenault v. Crossman, 
!++) Me. +# (!++)), Colquhoun v. Webber, %$' 
A. #d '*( (Me. !++%), and Hewitt v. Bahm-
ueller, ($' A.#d %%', !++! Me. LEXIS + (Me. 
!++!).

%#. For a detailed review of Maine’s legal 
history, see Whitehouse, !e New England 
States !eir Constitutional, Judicial Educa-
tional, Commercial, Professional and Indus-
trial History at !!*& et seq. & !!&) et seq. (vol. 
&, !$+)).

%&. See supra note %*.
%'. See, e.g., Chief Justice Cornish, A Cen-

tury of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, ## 
Report of Me. State Bar Assoc. !*+, !!! (!+#*); 
Whitehouse, Equity Jurisdiction: Pleading and 
Practice in Maine at !-# (!+**).

%(. See, e.g., Blackstone, ! Bl. Com. !*%-$; 
Brown, British Statutes in American Law %&&'-
%#(' at (! (!+%').

%%. In Maine prior to !$**, “many of the 
judges were laymen.” See Sprague, A Century 
of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, ## 
Report of Me. State Bar Assoc. #!, ##-& (!+#*).

%). From the earliest settlements to the 
Hanoverian sovereignty in England of !)!', 
“… there were few professional lawyers in the 
colonies; almost all the educated men were 
either clergymen or magistrates. … [W]rits 
were made by unskilled hands; legal process 
fell into irregularities; legal forms, for an age 
and more, were loose and defective, and the 
parties themselves, or substitutes chosen by 
them, managed and argued their causes when 
tried, – a right substantially incorporated into 
our several State constitutions.  Ministers of 
the gospel were often consulted upon ques-
tions of law; and while they were to honest to 
allow implicit confidence to be placed in their 
expositions of its principles, they exercised 
the o,ce of peace-makers, as they had thus 
frequent opportunity, and happily prevented 
many law-suits [sic].” American Education 
Society, !( "e American Quarterly Register 
'!$, '&) (!$'&).

%$. See Goodhart, Costs, &$ Yale L. J. $'+, 
$)& (!+#+).

%+. See Faretta v. California, '## U.S. $*%, 
$#%-) (!+)() (citing Warren, A History of the 
American Bar at ) & n. &* (!+!!); Boorstin, !e 
Americans; !e Colonial Experience !+) (!+($); 
Massachusetts Body of Liberties (!%'!) in Art. 
#%; and Friedman, A History of American Law 
at $!-#, fn. !)).

)*. See Whitmore, !e Colonial Laws of 
Massachusetts (reprinted from the edition of 
!%)# with the supplements through !%$%) at 
#$ & &+ (!$+*); see also Reno, Memoirs of the 
Judiciary and the Bar of New England for the 

Nineteenth Century &&, &'-( (vol. !, !+*!).
)!. See Dane, % A General Abridgment and 

Digest of American Law, c. !+(, § !' (!$#&): 
(“§ !'. Legal costs in Massachusetts have 
ever [always] been regulated by fee bills, in 
most cases, from time to time. "ere have 
been repeatedly varied and altered, according 
to circumstances; and whenever costs have 
been allowed generally, it has been under-
stood, costs taxed according to the existing 
fee bills.”).

)#. See Whitmore, The Colonial Laws of 
Massachusetts (!$+*) at Preface XXXIX (Perry 
v. Browne, case no. #$)&), Preface XXXIV 
(Humphrey v. Batter, case no. &*(*), and Pref-
ace XXXVI (Lettin v. Lee, case no. &*$#).

)&. Id. at #$.
)'. See Andrews, Standards of Conduct for 

Lawyers: An #))-year Evolution, () SMU L. 
Rev. !&$(, !'!$ & fn. #&* (#**() (citing War-
ren, A History of the American Bar at )# (!+%)).

)(. See Barnes, Shaping the Common Law: 
From Glanvill to Hale, %%##-%'## at !&'-( 
(#**$).

)%. Id. 
)). See, e.g., # Maine Province and Court 

Records (%'*(-&+) at !! et seq. (Libby ed., !+&!), 
vol. & (!%$*-+#) at $# et seq. (Moody ed., !+')), 
vol. ' (!%+#-!)!!) at )!, !#(, #!*, and #&& (exam-
ples of bill of costs that included “attorney 
fees”) (Allen ed., !+($), and vol. ( (!)!!-!$) at 
!!' (bill of costs that included “attorney fees”) 
(Allen ed., !+%').

)$. See, e.g., Chief Justice Cornish, A Cen-
tury of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, ## 
Report of Me. State Bar Assoc. !*+, !!! (!+#*); 
Whitehouse, Equity Jurisdiction: Pleading and 
Practice in Maine at !-# (!+**).

)+. See Chroust, !e Rise of the Legal Pro-
fession in America at $+ (vol. !, !+%().

$*. Compare !e Charter and General 
Laws of the Colony and Province of Massachu-
setts Bay at &%+ (!$!') (An Act Relating to 
Attorneys, ¶& (!)*!): “You shall do no false-
hood, nor consent to any to be in the court, 
and if you know of any to be done you give 
knowledge thereof to the justices of the court, 
or of them, that it may be reformed. You shall 
not and willingly, promote, sue or procure to 
be sued any or unlawful suit, nor give aid or 
consent to the same. You shall delay no man 
for lucre or malice; but you shall yourself 
in the o,ce of an attorney within the court 
according to the best of your learning and dis-
cretion, and with good fidelity as well to the 
court as to your clients. So help you God.”); 
with ' M.R.S. §$*% (#*!#) (“You solemnly 
swear that you will do no falsehood nor con-
sent to the doing of any in court, and that if 
you know of an intention to commit any, you 
will give knowledge thereof to the justices of 
the court or some of them that it may be pre-
vented; you will not wittingly or willingly pro-
mote or sue any false, groundless or unlawful 
suit nor give aid or consent to the same; that 
you will delay no man for lucre or malice, but 
will conduct yourself in the o,ce of an attor-
ney within the courts according to the best 
of your knowledge and discretion, and with 
all good fidelity, as well as to the courts, as to 

your clients. So help you God.”).
$!. See Goodhart, Costs, &$ Yale L. J. $'+, 

$)& (!+#+).
$#. See ( Maine Province and Court Records 

(!)!!-!$) at xxxv (&() (Allen ed., !+%').
$&. See Leubsdorf, Toward a History of the 

American Rule on Attorney Fee Recovery, ') 
Law & Contemp. Probs. +, !# (!+$').

$'. See Stoebuck, Reception of English 
Common Law in the American Colonies, !* 
Wm. & Mary L. Rev. &+&, '!' (!+%$). 

$(. See Pound, !e Formative Era of Amer-
ican Law at ) (!+&$); see also Chroust, !e Rise 
of the Legal Profession in America at $+ (vol. 
!, !+%() (limiting legal representation to two 
lawyers “reflects the scarcity of lawyers caused 
by the exodus of many practitioners … .”).

$%. See Sprague, A Century of the Supreme 
Judicial Court of Maine, ## Report of Me. 
State Bar Assoc. #!, '* (!+#*).

$). See Comment, Maine’s Reception of the 
Common Law, &* Me. L. Rev. #)', #$# (!+)+).

$$. See Whitmore, !e Colonial Laws of 
Massachusetts at !&( (!$+*).

$+. See supra note $% at '#.
+*. See Davis, Bench and Bar of the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts at !*( (vol. !, !$+() 
(quoting Regulae Generales of the Supreme 
Judicial Court of Massachusetts).

+!. See Willis, A History of the Law, the 
Courts, and the Lawyers of Maine at !#$ (!$%&).

+#. See Statute of !)$' (Mass.), ch. #$ at +( 
(October &*, !)$', ch. &).

+&. See Laws of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts at %++ & )*+ (under the 
sub-heading of “Allowance to Parties and 
Witnesses”) (vol. #, !$*!) (entitled: An Act 
establishing and regulating the Fees of the 
several O,cers, and other Persons hereafter 
mentioned; and for repealing the Laws here-
tofore made of that Purpose dated February 
!&, !)+%). 

+'. See Smith v. Follansbee, !& Me. #)& 
(!$&%) (citing Sackett v. Sackett, #( Mass. &*+, 
$ Pick. &*+ (!$#+)); see also Smith v. Floyd, !$ 
Mass. #)(, ! Pick. #)( (!$##).

+(. See Supreme Judicial Court, Direct 
Letter of Address, dated April #(, !+$%, Me. 
Rptr. '+*-(*+ A.#d CXXVI-CXXIX.

+%. See Comment, Maine’s Reception of 
the Common Law, &* Me. L. Rev. #)', fn. !-' 
(!+)+); Brown, British Statutes in American 
Law %&&'-%#(' at %)-$ (!+%'); see also Maine 
Constitution, Article !*, §& (!$#*) and "e 
Separation Act of June !$!+, §% (June !$!+).

+). Id. at fn. ' (quoting Maine Governor 
William King’s message to the State legisla-
ture on June #, !$#*). 

+$. Id. 
++. See Statute of Maine, chp. !$*, §! at 

$+% (vol. #, !$#!) (repealing “An act prescrib-
ing forms of writs in civil causes and directing 
the mode of proceeding therein. Passed Octo-
ber thirtieth in the year one thousand seven 
hundred and eighty four.”).

!**. See Marble v. Snow, !' Me. !+(, !+% 
(!$&)) (comparing R.S. ch. (+, §!) (!$#!) with 
the statute of Massachusetts of the thirtieth of 
October, !)$', § +). 
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!*!. See Statute of !)$' (Mass.), ch. #$ at 
+( (October &*, !)$', ch. &) (“[I]n all actions 
as well those of qui tam as others, the party 
prevailing shall be entitled to his legal costs 
against the other.”); Statute of Maine, chp. (+, 
§!) (vol. !, !$#!) (“[I]n all actions, as well as 
those of qui-tam as others, the party prevail-
ing shall be entitled to his legal costs.”); and 
M.R.S. (!st Rev., !$'*), chp. !!(, §(% (“[I]n all 
actions, the party prevailing shall be entitled 
to his legal costs.”).

!*#. Compare M.R.S., chp. !!(, §(% (!st 
Rev., !$'*), (“[I]n all actions, the party pre-
vailing shall be entitled to his legal costs.” 
with M.R.S., chp. $#, §+' (#nd Rev., !$()), 
(“In all actions, the party prevailing, shall 
recover costs, unless otherwise specially pro-
vided.”); !' M.R.S.A. §!(*! (“In all actions, 
the party prevailing recovers costs unless oth-
erwise specially provided.”); and !' M.R.S.A. 
§!(!* (“[I]n all actions, as well as those of qui 
tam as others, the party prevailing is entitled 
to his legal costs.”).

!*&. See Gold, John Appleton and Respon-
sible Individualism in Nineteenth Century Law 
at &) (!+$#). 

!*'. See &# Me. I, V-X (!$(#).
!*(. See Rules for the Admission of Attor-

neys, !$ Me. ''! (!$'#). An interesting note on 
the course of study is that Rule !(!) of those 
rules excluded Chapters #' to &# of Black-
stone’s Commentaries. Chapter #+ identified 
the right to costs as a property right in the 
form of a chose in action. See Rule !(!) of 
Rules for the Admission of Attorneys, !$ Me. ''! 
(!$'#) (“Blackstone’s Commentaries … Vol-
ume #, omitting chapters #' to &# inclusive.”). 
See, e.g., Blackstone, # Bl. Com. '&$-+ (!$th 
ed., !$#+); Blackstone, # Bl. Com. '&+ (!!th 
ed., !)+!). It can be inferred from the course of 
study that certain topics of study were impor-
tant to learn and followed in practice. 

!*%. See Howe, !e Practice in Civil 
Actions and Proceedings at Law, in Massachu-
setts at &&+ (!$&'); see also Goodhart, Costs, &$ 
Yale L. J. $'+, $(* (!+#+); #( American L. Rev. 
$*!, $*' (!$$!) (Spaulding’s Practice is a revi-
sion of Howe’s Practice).

!*). See Chief Justice Dufresne, Jr., 
Maine’s Judiciary Machinery at the Cross-
roads, #' Me. L. Rev. &(, &) (!+)#); see also 
Godrey, Structure of the Maine Court System, 
%+*'-%++%, '& Me. L. Rev. &(&, &%'-)( (!++!); 
' M.R.S. §((! (#*!#) (and legislative history 
thereto). "is explains why Chief Justice 
Appleton stated that: “"e schedule has been 
prepared with great care by a very accurate 
clerk, and contains substantially a list of the 
items included in the bill of costs of the pre-
vailing party.” See Letter from Appleton CJ to 
Governor Chamberlain, (( Me. (+(, (+) (Jan. 
%, !$%$) (emphasis added).

!*$. See Pound, !e Lawyer from Antiq-
uity to Modern Times at %& & %+(-, (%+*(); see 
Libby, Legal Reforms, ! Report of Me. State 
Bar Assoc. !! (!$+#). 

!*+. See MacMahon, A Brief History of the 
Nathan and Henry B. Cleaves Law Library at 
+ & !) (#*!!).

!!*. See Letter from Appleton CJ to Gov-
ernor Chamberlain, (( Me. (+( (Jan. %, !$%$).

!!!. See Allan v. Allan, !*! Me. !(&, !(( 
(!+*%); Opinion of the Justices, +( Me. (%', ($! 
& ($' (!+*!) (non-concurrence opinion by 
Emery, Whitehouse, and Peabody JJ.

!!#. See, e.g., % "e American and English 
Encyclopedia of Law !*)', fn. ( (!$+$) (“(. 
[Salaries and Fees] … Opinion of the Justices, 
(( Me. (+(.)”; Savage, Index-Digest of Maine 
Reports at #'& & !!(% : “what are taxable, 
Opinion of the Justices, ((-(+(”; DuBuque, 
!e Duty of Judges as Constitutional Advisors, 
", American L.R. &%+, &)+ (!$+*) (“In Maine 
the judges have given their opinion on the fol-
lowing subjects: … prepared schedule of fees; 
(( Me. (+(”); and +( Shepard’s Maine Cita-
tions at #!( & !*)! (%th ed., !++() (“Advisory 
Opinion”).

!!&. “A direct letter of address has been 
used by other courts in circumstances where 
the court was prevented by separation of pow-
ers doctrine from executing a legislative man-
date.” See supra note +( (citing In Re '# Pa. 
C.S. § !)*&, '$# Pa. (##, &+' A.#d ''' (!+)$)).

!!'. See Act of February #!, !$%), chap-
ter $+.

!!(. See, e.g., Wathen CJ, When the Court 
Speaks: E$ective Communication as a Part of 
Judging, () Maine Law Review '(*, '%!, fn. 
&* (Vol. #, #**() (referring to the !+$% direct 
letter of address as “unprecedented in Maine 
history”); and Cameras in Maine’s Courts: Has 
the Time Come? Will it Ever?, '# Me. L. Rev. 
'$&, '+! (!++*) (referring to the !+$% ‘direct 
letter of address as the “first-ever”).

!!%. "e !$%$ DLA was apparently omitted 
from the electronic databases of both West-
law and Lexis (database search for (( Me. (+( 
was conducted on June !+, #*!# and again on 
October #%, #*!#). Referred to as an “Advisory 
Opinion”, the hard copy of Shepard’s Maine 
Citations (vol. +( at #!( & !*)!, %th ed., !++() 
identified four citations, two of which were 
parallel citations for Opinion of the Justices, +( 
Me. (%', ($!; (! At ##', #&! (dissenting opin-
ion of Emery, Whitehouse, and Peabody JJ, 
!+*!) and Allan v. Allan, !*! Me. !(&, !((; %& 
at %('-( (Savage J, !+*%) (refers to !$%) R.S. 
ch. $+ at (!, quotes from and refers to the fee 
schedule in (( Me. (+(, and Chancery Rules 
at )& Me. %**, $# Me. %*(, and #* Atl. !% 
(XVI). Albeit incorrectly cited, the !$%$ DLA 
is referred to as a footnote or margin reference 
in Verrill, Maine Civil O-cer at %!(, fn. !+ ((th 
ed., !$$() (“(( Me., (+$; )& Me., ($!.”), Morrill, 
Report of the Commissioner at $)& (!+*#) (citing 
to (( Me. (+$), M.R.S., chp. !!), §!' ((th Rev., 
!+*') (citing to (( Me. (+$), M.R.S. chp. !!$, 
§!* (%th Rev., !+!%) (citing to (( Me. (+$), and 
M.R.S., chp. !!$, §!(% ($th Rev., !+'') (citing 
to (( Me. (+$), but not cited in M.R.S.A. chp. 
!!&, §§!((-%*! (+th Rev., !+(').

Nor is the !$%$ DLA apparently referred 
in Lawrence, !e Maine Digest, Vol. % (!+!%) 
(which covered Maine Reports, volumes ! 
to !!&); Plaisted and Appleton, !e Maine 
Digest at &*'-!' (!$$*) (which covered Maine 
Reports from !$#* to !$)+); and Hopkins, 

Digest of !e Decisions of the Supreme Judi-
cial Court of the State of Maine at !&'-) (!$)+) 
(which covered Maine Reports vol. () to %$). 
Further, volume (( of the Maine Reports was 
“entirely out of print” by !$+&, if not earlier. 
See Lewiston Evening Journal at !# (May %, 
!$+&).

!!). For substantive references, see Allan 
v. Allan, !*! Me. !(&, !((; %& At %('-( (!+*%); 
Opinion of the Justices, +( Me. (%', ($!; (! At 
##', #&! (dissenting opinion of Emery, White-
house, and Peabody JJ, !+*!). For a margin 
reference, see M.R.S., chp. !!$, §!(% ($th Rev., 
!+'').

!!$. If the !$%$ DLA is considered an ‘advi-
sory opinion’, then it would not have prec-
edential value, as per Board of Overseers of the 
Bar v. Lee, '## A. #d ++$ (Me. !+$*) (citing 
Martin v. Maine Savings Bank, !(' Me. #(+, 
#%+, !') A.#d !&!, !&) (!+($)).

!!+. See Letter from Appleton CJ to Gov-
ernor Chamberlain, (( Me. (+(, (+% (Jan. %, 
!$%$) (“In these and similar cases, when no 
fees are established, or “authorized by stat-
ute,” the court claim and exercise the right of 
supervising charges, if objected to and found 
unreasonable, and of making suitable deduc-
tions.”).

!#*. Id. at (+).
!#!. See Laws of the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts at %++ (vol. #, !$*!) (An Act 
establishing and regulating the Fees of the 
several O,cers, and other Persons hereafter 
mentioned; and for repealing the Laws here-
tofore made of that Purpose dated February 
!&, !)+%); M.R.S., chp. !!%, §!' (!$()); M.R.S., 
chp. !!%, §!' (&rd Rev., !$)!); M.R.S., chp. 
#!) (March !+, !+*!); !' M.R.S.A. §!(*# (!*th 
rev., !+$* update).

!##. See Goodhart, Costs, &$ Yale L. J. $'+, 
$)& (!+#+).

!#&. See Advisory Committee Notes to 
M.R. Civ. P. Rule ('(f) (May !, !+++).

!#'. See Gold, John Appleton and Respon-
sible Individualism in Nineteenth Century Law 
at )* (!+$#) (“More than once during the 
!$&*’s, [John Appleton] apologetically asked 
Charles Sumner and Willard Phillips, co-
editors of the American Jurist in Boston, to 
research points of law or to recommend and 
send him legal treatises; for, as he wrote to 
Sumner, “We are here unable to purchase the 
splendid libraries of the metropolis of your 
good commonwealth.” At one time, Apple-
ton even considered editing new English 
legal works for American readers and tak-
ing his pay in books as a way to build up a 
library.”) and at &#+ (During an interview in 
!$$(, a “Lewiston Journal correspondent, not-
ing that his subject’s house “fairly overflowed 
with books” – books crammed into shelves, 
piled on tables, stored in boxes in the attic – 
surmised that Appleton had the largest and 
most comprehensive private libraries in [the] 
state.”). 

!#(. See Sprague, A Century of the Supreme 
Judicial Court of Maine, ## Report of Me. 
State Bar Assoc. #!, (# (!+#*) (“… the late 
Chief Justice John Appleton will always have 
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an eminent place among law writers who 
have assisted in reforming English jurispru-
dence.”). 

!#%. Later in Marsh v. Parks, )( Me. &(%, 
&() (!$$&), Chief Justice Appleton quoted 
with approval from page '# of the English 
law book of “Marshall on Costs” (Marshall, 
A Practical Treatise on the Law of Costs at '# 
(#nd ed., !$%#)). Whether he is referring to the 
first or second edition published in !$%* and 
!$%#, respectively, is immaterial. Chief Justice 
Appleton also stated that “[i]t is well settled 
that the successful defendant is entitled to his 
travel, attendance, and attorney fee and to the 
fees of such witnesses as he may have sum-
moned for his special defence, or in aid of the 
general defence.”).

!#). See Chief Justice Cornish, A Century 
of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, ## 
Report of Me. State Bar Assoc. !*+, !&$ (!+#*).

!#$. See Marsh v. Parks, )( Me. &(%, &() 
(!$$&).

!#+. See M.R. Civ. P. Rule ('(d & f) 
(#*!#).

!&*. See Advisory Committee’s Notes to 
Rule ('(f) (#**&).

!&!. See Marble v. Snow, !' Me. !+(, !+% 
(!$&)) (comparing Statute of Maine, Rev. Stat. 
ch. (+, §!) (!$#!) with the Statute of Massa-
chusetts, ch. #$, §!+ at +( (October !&, !)$')).

!&#. See Swift v. Tyson, '! U.S. ! (!$'#) 
(overturned +% years later in Erie Railroad Co. 
v. Tompkin, &*' U.S. %' (!+&$)).

!&&. See supra note +(.
!&'. Id. (citing Article VI, §! of the Maine 

Constitution).
!&(. See Supreme Judicial Court Adminis-

trative Order Adopting Child Support Guide-
lines, No. SJC-!& (Oct. (, !+$+, e-ective Oct. 
!#, !+$+) (Statement in Nonconcurrence by 
Hornby J. and joined by Roberts and Glass-
man, JJ) and supra note +(, both citing State 
v. Hunter, '') A.#d )+), )++-$** (Me. !+$#).

!&%. See, e.g., Bell v. Town of Wells, (() 
A.#d !%$, !+#-& (!+$+) (dissenting opinion 
by Wathen J., quoting Lewis v. Webb, & Me. 
&#%, &&& (!$#(): “a proper exercise of legislative 
power ‘must in its nature be general and pro-
spective; a rule for all, and binding on all. It 
is the province of the legislature to make and 
establish laws; and it is the province and duty 
of judges to expound and apply them.’”).

!&). See supra note +(.
!&$. See Maine Code of Judicial Conduct, 

Preamble and Cannons !-& (as amended to 
July !, #**(). 

!&+. See Lewis v. Webb, & Me. &#%, &&# 
(!$#().

!'*. See supra note +(.
!'!. See Benton, !e Lawyer’s O-cial Oath 

and O-ce at % (!+*+) (quoting Justice Miller’s 
judgment in In re !omas, &% Fed. Rep. #'&, 
#'& (!$$$) (the lawyer, court, clerk, marshall, 
sheri-, and jury all constitute ministers of 
justice).

!'#. See Advisory Committee Notes to 
M.R. Civ. P. Rule ('(e) (May !, !+++) (“(e) 
Taxation of Costs. … If the adverse party 
has notified the clerk in writing of a desire to 

be present at the taxation of costs, no costs 
shall be taxed without notice to such adverse 
party.”).

!'&. See !' M.R.S. !(*#-D (#*!#) (taxa-
tion of costs); M.R. Civ. P. Rule ('(e) (taxa-
tion of costs); Pharmaceutical Resources, Inc. 
v. Roxane Laboratories, Inc., Civ. No. *&-&&() 
(DRD) (D. N.J. Jul. #(, #**$) (citing In 
re Paoli RR Yard PCB Litigation, ##! F. &d 
''+, '%# (&rd Cir. #***) (de novo review); ' 
M.R.S. §((! (#*!#) (appointment); ' M.R.S. 
§#( (#*!#) (funding); &*-A M.R.S. §#(#)(B) 
(#*!#) (expenses).

!''. See Blackstone, & Bl. Com. &++ (Cool-
ey, #nd ed., !$)#).

!'(. See supra note +(.
!'%. "is includes, for example, supervi-

sion over the Board of Bar Overseers and the 
Board of Bar Examiners.

!'). See supra note +(.
!'$. See Supreme Judicial Court Adminis-

trative Order Adopting Child Support Guide-
lines, No. SJC-!& (Oct. (, !+$+, e-ective Oct. 
!#, !+$+) (Statement in Nonconcurrence by 
Hornby J. and joined by Roberts and Glass-
man, JJ). 

!'+. Id. at !.
!(*. See Tardif v. Cutchin, %!) A. #d !*&#, 

!*&&-' (Me. !++#).
!(!. See Letter from Appleton CJ to Gov-

ernor Chamberlain, (( Me. (+(, (+% (Jan. %, 
!$%$).

!(#. See Faretta v. California, '## U.S. 
$*%, $#* & fn. !% (!+)() (citing Pollock & 
Maitland, !e History of English Law #!!-& (#d 
ed. !+*+)).

!(&. See Me. Const. preamble (Objects of 
Government) and art. I, § !+.

!('. Legitimate policy reasons to include 
attorneys’ fees would be to discourage bad 
faith, vexatious conduct, and frivolous claims 
or defenses but also to encourage good con-
duct, e,cient use of court resources, public 
interest litigation, and settlement.

!((. See Journal of the Constitutional Con-
vention of the District of Maine at '* (!$(%) 
(“Section twentieth was then taken up and 
Mr. Neal of Elliot, moved to amend in the 
fourth line, by inserting these words, “and 
the party claiming the right may be heard by 
himself and his counsel, or either” – which 
motion passed in the a,rmative.”) and Per-
ley, !e Debates, Resolutions, and Other Pro-
ceedings, of the Convention of Delegates at +!-# 
(!$#*).

!(%. "e Maine Constitution contains only 
two references to the right to the assistance of 
counsel. See Maine Constitution, Article !, §% 
(criminal trials) and §#* (civil trials).

!(). See Letter from Appleton CJ to Gov-
ernor Chamberlain, (( Me. (+(, (+% (Jan. %, 
!$%$).

!($. See Kommers, Reflections on Profes-
sor Chroust’s !e Rise of the Legal Profession in 
America, !* American Journal of Legal His-
tory #*!, #*& (!+%%).

!(+. See, e.g., Sullivan, % Maine Civil O--
cer at !!+!-# ($th ed., !+(*) (citing Tibbetts v. 
Dr. D.P. Ordway Plaster Company, !!) Me. 

'#&, '#%, !*' A. $*+ (!+!)); Maberry v. Morse, 
'& Me. !)% (!$()); Hutchins v. Hutchins, !&% 
Me. (!&, ' A.#d %)+ (!+&+); Witzler v. Collins, 
)* Me. #+*, &( Am.Rep. &#) (!$)+)).

!%*. See Rev. SJC Rules, ! Me. '!* (!$##) 
(without Chancery Rules, which were adopt-
ed in !$&* (see Revised Chancery Rules, % Me. 
'$! (!$&*)).

!%!. See Revised Supreme Judicial Court 
Rules, !*& Me. (!+ (!+*$).

!%#. See M.R. Civ. P. (including amend-
ments e-ective Sept. !, #*!#).

!%&. See Maine Constitution, Article !, 
§§!+ (Right of redress for injuries) & #* (Civil 
trials).

!%'. See, e.g., Citizens United v. Fed-
eral Election Commission, !&* S.Ct. $)%, +#* 
(#*!*).

!%(. See id. at +#! (paraphrasing the great-
est purpose is to serve a constitutional ideal).

!%%. See !iboutot v. State, '*( A.#d #&*, 
#&$ (Me. Aug. !+)+), a- ’d, ''$ U.S. !, !** 
S.Ct. #(*#, %( L.Ed.#d ((( (!+$*).

!%). Vance v. Speakman, '*+ A.#d !&*), 
!&!!-# (Dec. !+)+).

!%$. Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilder-
ness Society, '#! U.S. #'*, +( S.Ct. !%!#, '' 
L.Ed.#d !'! (!+)().

!%+. See !iboutot v. State, '*( A.#d at 
#&)-$.

!)*. See, for example, !' M.R.S.A. § !(*! 
(!+%().

!)!. Vance v. Speakman, '*+ A.#d at !&!!-#.
!)#. See Dodge v. United Services Auto. 

Ass’n, '!) A.#d +%+, +)( (Me. !+$*).
!)&. See Citizens United v. Federal Election 

Commission, !&* S.Ct. $)%, +#*-! (#*!*) (quot-
ing Vasquez v. Hillery, ')' U.S. #(', #%(, !*% 
S.Ct. %!), $$ L.Ed.#d (+$ (!+$%)).

!)'. See id. (citing Pearson v. Callahan, ((( 
U.S. ##&, ___, !#+ S.Ct. $*$, $!), !)# L.Ed.#d 
(%( (#**+); Montejo v. Louisiana, ((% U.S. (+, 
___, !#+ S.Ct. #*)+, #*$$-$+, !)& L.Ed.#d 
+(( (#**+)).

!)(. See, e.g., Conkling, A Treatise on the 
Organization, Jurisdiction and Practice of the 
Courts of the United States at &*)-$ (!$&!).

!)%. See Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wil-
derness Society, '#! U.S. #'*, +( S.Ct. !%!#, '' 
L.Ed.#d !'! (!+)().

!)). See Maxeiner, !e American “Rule”; 
Assuring the Lion His Share  #$), #+* (#*!!).

!)$. See Alaska’s English Rule: Attorney’s 
Fee Shifting in Civil Cases at ), fn. % (!++() 
(“"e term “American Rule” is attributed to 
Goodhart, Costs, Yale L.J. $'+, $(% (!+#+)); see 
also Leubsdorf, Toward a History of the Ameri-
can Rule on Attorney Fee Recovery, ') Law & 
Contemp. Probs. +, #$ & fn.!&* (!+$').

!)+. Compare Black’s Law Dictionary, 
('th ed., !+%$) (no reference to the “American 
Rule”) and Black’s Law Dictionary, ((th ed., 
!+)+) (includes a definition); # Judicial and 
Statutory Definitions of Words and Phrases at 
#*! (#nd series, !+!') (no entry for the term, 
“American Rule”); but see # Judicial and Stat-
utory Definitions of Words and Phrases at !%&&-
&' (!+*') (“"e term “costs,” when used in the 
statute, means legal or taxable costs, and does 
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not include attorney’s fees. Brown v. Corey, 
!&' Mass. #'+, #(*; Guild v. Guild, '& Mass. 
(# Metc.) ##+, #&&; City of St Louis v. Meintz, 
!$ S.W. &*, &!, !*) Mo. %!!.”).

!$*. See Goodhart, Costs, &$ Yale L. J. $'+, 
$)' (!+#+). 

!$!. See Laws of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts at %++ (vol. #, !$*!) (An Act 
establishing and regulating the Fees of the 
several O,cers, and other Persons hereafter 
mentioned; and for repealing the Laws here-
tofore made of that Purpose dated February 
!&, !)+%); M.R.S., chp. !!% (!$()); M.R.S., 
chp. !!%, §!' (&rd Rev., !$)!); M.R.S., chp. 
#!) (March !+, !+*!); !' M.R.S.A. §!(*# (!*th 
rev., !+$* update).

!$#. See Opinion of the Justices, %# Me. (+%, 
(++-%** (!$)'); see also MacMahon, Progress, 
Stability, and the Struggle for Equality at !#-&! 
(#**+).

!$&. See Abbott v. Abbott, %) Me. &*' 
(!$))) and Libby v. Berry, )' Me. #$% (!$$&). 
For a brief discussion on these two cases, see 
MacMahon, Progress, Stability, and the Strug-
gle for Equality at !!'-$ (#**+). 

!$'. See M.R. Civ. P. Rule (' (as amended 
to Sept. #*!#) (Reporter’s Notes, Dec. !+(+: 
“"is rule is like Federal Rule (' with minor 
di-erences and the addition of three subdivi-
sions not found in the federal rule.”).

!$(. See !' M.R.S. §!(*! et seq. (#*!#).
!$%. Compare current F.R. Civ. P. Rule 

('(d)(!) (as amended to Dec. ! #*!*) with 
M.R. Civ. P. Rule ('(d & f) (as amended to 
Sept. #*!#).

!$). See, e.g., Kaplan v. First Hartford 
Corp., Civil No. *(-!''-B-H (Feb. +, #*!#); 
Crowe v. Bolduc, &%( F.&d $%, ¶&* (!st Cir., 
#**').

!$$. See Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wil-
derness Society, '#! U.S. #'*, #'+-(* (!+)() 
(citing Arcambel v. Wiseman, & Dall. &*% 
(!)+%)).

!$+. See Arcambel v. Wiseman, & Dall. &*% 
(!)+%) (“BY THE COURT: — We do not 
think that this charge ought to be allowed. 
"e general practice of the United States is in 
opposition to it; and even if that practice were 
not strictly correct in principle, it is entitled to 
the respect of the court, till it is changed, or 
modified, by statute.

"ere are several ways in which the charge 
may be expunged: but we recommend, as, 
perhaps, the easiest way, that the counsel for 
the Defendant in error, should enter a remit-
titur for the amount.

A remittitur was accordingly entered.”).
!+*. See !e Documentary History of the 

Supreme Court of the United States !)$+-!$** 
at )(( (Marcus ed., vol )., #**&).

!+!. Id. (which noted the correct spelling 
of the plainti- ’s surname of Arcambal); see 
also Act of March !, !)+&, ch. #*, §§! & ' and 
continued in force by Act of !)+%, ch. !!, § !. 
"e !)+& Act stated that: “Fees of the Coun-
sellor or Attorney … "e stated fee for draw-
ing and exhibiting libel, claim or answer in 
each cause, three dollars; Drawing interroga-
tories, three dollars, And all other services in 

any one cause, three dollars.”; see also Conk-
ling, A Treatise on the Organization, Jurisdic-
tion and Practice of the Courts of the United 
States at &*)-$ (!$&!); Leubsdorf, Toward a 
History of the American Rule on Attorney Fee 
Recovery, ') Law & Contemp. Probs. +, !( & 
fn.&) (!+$'); Boston Mfg. Co. v. Fiske, # Mason 
(U.S.) !!+ (!$#*), & Fed. Cas. No. !,%$!.

!+#. Vargo, The American Rule on Attorney 
Fee Allocation: !e Injured Person’s Access to 
Justice, '# Amer. L.R. !(%), !()(-% (!++&); see 
also supra note !+* at )(*.

!+&. See Letter from Appleton CJ to Gov-
ernor Chamberlain, (( Me. (+(, (+% (Jan. %, 
!$%$). "is appears to be inaccurate in light of 
the !+$% DLA. See supra note +(.

!+'. See, e.g., FD Rich Co. v. United States 
ex rel. Industrial Lumber Co., '!) US !!%, !&*-! 
(!+)'), but see also Leubsdorf, Toward a Histo-
ry of the American Rule on Attorney Fee Recov-
ery, ') Law & Contemp. Probs. +, !*, #& & 
#)-$ (!+$') (“Supreme Court’s suggestion that 
prevailing parties were denied attorney fees 
so that poor plainti-s would not be deterred 
from filing suit by the prospect of paying fee 
awards is not only questionable economics 
but also a pure anachronism.”).

!+(. See Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure, 
Rule $# (Attorney’s Fee) (#*!#).

!+%. See, for example, CPR Parts '& to 
'( of the English Civil Procedure Rules; but 
see Judicial Council of Massachusetts, First 
Report, !! Mass. L. Q. !, %' (!+#(); FD Rich Co. 
v. United States ex rel. Industrial Lumber Co., 
'!) US !!%, !#+-&* (!+)').

!+). See Citizens United v. Federal Election 
Commission, !&* S.Ct. $)%, +#*-! (#*!*) (quot-
ing Vasquez v. Hillery, ')' U.S. #(', #%(, !*% 
S.Ct. %!), $$ L.Ed.#d (+$ (!+$%)).

!+$. See, e.g., Judicial Council of Mas-
sachusetts, First Report, !! Mass. L. Q. !, %' 
(!+#(); c.f. FD Rich Co. v. United States ex 
rel. Industrial Lumber Co., '!) US !!%, !#+-
&* (!+)').

!++. See Stetson v. Day, (! Me. '&' (!$%&).
#**. See Advisory Committee Notes to 

M.R. Civ. P. Rule ('(f) (May !, !+++).
#*!. See Hosts, Inc. v. Wells, ''& N.E. #d 

&!+ (Ind. Ct. App., &rd Dist., !+$#); see also 
Huber and Papa, !e Statute of Gloucester, 
Common Law Reception Statutes, and the 
English Rule in Indiana Coverage Litigation, 
Indiana Civil Litigation Review at !!& (vol. #, 
Spring #**().

#*#. See Comment, Maine’s Reception of 
the Common Law, &* Me. L. Rev. #)', #$( 
(!+)+) (citing Younie v. State, #$! A.#d ''% 
(Me. !+)!); but see Bell v. Town of Wells, (() 
A.#d !%$, !$' (!+$+) (dissenting opinion by 
Wathen J (as he then was)).

#*&. See Hosts, Inc. v. Wells, ''& N.E. #d 
at &#'.

#*'. See Smith v. Follansbee, !& Me. #)& 
(!$&%).

#*(. See Massachusetts Statute of !)$&, ch. 
'*, §& (Gen. Laws of Massachusetts at !!+-#* 
(vol. !, !$##)).

#*%. See supra note #*'.
#*). See Eastman, Digest of the Decisions 

of the Supreme Judicial Court at %(' (!$'+) 
(“!. "e English stat. of Gloucester, if ever 
adopted in Massachusetts was repealed, as to 
tenants in dower, by the stat of !)$&, c. '*, 
and was wholly inoperative, at the time of the 
separation of Maine from that state. Smith v. 
Follansbee, XIII. #)&.”).

#*$. See Citizens United v. Federal Election 
Commission, !&* S.Ct. $)%, +#*-! (#*!*).

#*+. See, e.g., Article &!(d) of the AAA’s 
International Dispute Resolution Procedures; 
see also Providian Bancorp Services v. !omas, 
No. *$-*)-**#'%-CV, #**$ WL #*($(#' 
(Tex. Ct. App. May !(, #**$).

#!*. See Florencio v. Florencio, Reporter of 
Decisions, Decision No. Mem !#-+' (#*!#) 
(referring to !+-A M.R.S. §!*((!), (#) (#*!!). 
See also J. Levy, Maine Family Law, Chp. + 
(Counsel Fees) (#*!*).

#!!. See !e Charter and General Laws of 
the Colony and Province of Massachusetts Bay 
at '*% (!$!') (An Act to Prevent Causeless 
Arrests, &c., §! (!)!()).

#!#. See Comment, Maine’s Reception of 
the Common Law, &* Me. L. Rev. #)', #)$ 
(!+)+) (commenting on e-orts by American 
colonists to codify the law).
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